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ABSTRACT

The Ties That Bind:
Social Bonds in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice
(Under the direction of Ivo Kamps)

This thesis studies The Merchant of Venice with particular regards to the role of social
bonds in the community of the play and in the actions of the characters. These bonds serve as
ties that connect the characters to each other and also to the dominant social structure oftheir
world—a structure that is patriarchal, class-based, and ostensibly Christian. The following
chapters focus on four types of bonds that are especially vital to the play: those relating to
law, gender, classes, and religion. These bonds manifest themselves in different areas of life,
but they are all rooted in the workings of a social structure that uses the bonds of expectations
to reinforce its ideology and perpetuate its power. The central argument of this thesis relates
to how the characters are confined within the framework of this structure, and how their
choices, while still their own, cannot undermine it. In every instance in which a conflict
arises between different social bonds, the characters choose to honor their allegiances to the
bonds that happens to be most integral to their society. This pattern arises from the
expectations of commitment that the society places upon its members. They are already
trained to value certain relationships over others, and when the time comes to choose, they act
out the pattern of social hierarchy that they are already subject to. In this way the community
portrayed in The Merchant of Venice ensures its survival and continued power.
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Introduction

A bond can refer to many things, among them an agreement, a relationship, a
contract, a debt, an allegiance, or a chain. It can serve as a unifying or restraining
force. In the case of The Merchant of Venice, a series of social bonds w-eaves the
structure of a society together by connecting its citizens with each other and with the
hierarchy that society promotes. These bonds arise from tw'o competing systems
that are central to the play: a world of male friendship and patriarchy set in Venice,
and a world of heterosexual relationships and the desire for companionate marriage
associated with Belmont. Friction between these systems brings to light the social
ties that sustain these communities,including links between genders,classes, and
cultures. For example, Portia challenges patriarchy by demanding equality in her
marriage through the rings scenario. In doing so she forces Bassanio to express a
stronger allegiance to her than patriarchy dictates, while in the meantime he must
maintain an equal male allegiance to his friend and benefactor, Antonio.
These major conflicts arise when bonds are tested, and a satisfactory
conclusion can only be reached when the conflicting bonds are renegotiated to
incorporate the competing ties. Neither system—patriarchy or marriage—can be
undermined without damaging the ability of that society to replicate itself. The role
ofthe bonds,therefore,is primarily a reproductive one. By honoring his allegiances
to both Antonio and Portia, Bassanio perpetuates the validity of a system that is both

patriarchal and heterosexual, which means it can reproduce itself biologically while
still leaving power largely in the hands of men. Without the presence of patriarchy,
the male relationships that are central to the society but useless in its literal
reproduction would cease to matter. Patriarchy exists, therefore, to artificially
preserv^e male power. In a similar way the Venetian trial invokes mercy to spare the
life of a citizen but also calls upon justice to punish an adversary. The Venetians
work to maintain the place of mercy within their legal system and culture even when
justice is denied, in order to presence mercy as a legitimate tool for their own
purposes,such as saving Antonio. In essence, these bonds maintain the power of the
dominant culture, often by redefining the social ties that are most central to its
success in order to keep the structure strong.
The Merchant of Venice is dominated and defined by social tensions. They
emerge in the legal system, established gender roles, the class hierarchy, and in
cultural competition, and they form a web of expectations that binds the society of
the play together. The economic bond between Shylock and Antonio is obvious, but
the other social ties of the play are equally powerful. In this thesis, I will argue that
the concept of the bond is central notjust as a part ofthe action but as a driving force
behind the world we are presented with, because bonds appear as sources of all types
of conflicts. The play is notjust a drama about a solitary legal bond but about a
society that defines and replicates itself via numerous types of bonds between
characters and groups.
This perspective elevates the importance of all of the relationships portrayed,
so that the play is defined by the social structure the bonds serve to sustain, We see
this structure in the centrality of allegiances in both plots: for example, between
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Venetians and Christians at the trial, and bet^veen genders in Belmont. The
decisions that are made during the play are the products of these allegiances, this
structure—such as the choice by Antonio to fund Bassanio’s journey and the choice
by Bassanio to return to Antonio’s aid at the trial. This perspective looks at the
origins of the individual “choice” in a social system that uses conventional
expectations and allegiances to bind its characters to each other and to its dominant
traditions. In this way the society of Merchant can best ensure its own continuation.
The web of relationships that makes up this society is both proactive and
retroactive. The play dramatizes a paradox that is integral to a society—a paradox
that is vital to the society’s survival while at the same time being potentially harmful
to that structure. This contradiction is rooted in the meanings of the various bonds
that the characters participate in. Shylock is frequently heard demanding “my
bond,” meaning the pound offlesh that is legally due to him from Antonio upon
violation of their economic contract (3.2.4)- Here the word is a noun meaning the
payment that he deserves; elsewhere, however,“bound” is an ominous sort of verb
indicating an obligation or constraint(4.1.65, 206; 5.1.249). Prisoners are bound in
chains and criminals are bound by the law; at times it seems that this is the sort of
restricting bond that characters are beholden to. Its ominous nature stems from the
realization characters make that they are tied by obligation to something
unpleasant—for example, Antonio is bound by his contract to potentially lose his life.
Depending upon its context a bond can signify something useful or dangerous to the
members of this society, and each of the bonds we find in the play are at different
times both useful and dangerous.
A bond can enable characters to attain otherwise unreachable goals(such as
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Bassanio’s wooing of Portia), but it can also tie them to their competitors and to their
enemies. Their entire society is made up of these sorts of obligations, each of which
introduces its own conflict but also solves another problem. For instance, Antonio is
bound to Shylock via an economic agreement and then to Portia in a marital one.
Both are his competitors in their respective fields; however, Antonio is able to use
both bonds to tie himself to Bassanio—thus uniting all of the major characters in
what would otherwise be a hopeless mess. These ties are therefore not just necessary
to the characters but to the functionality of their world. Their community cannot
operate without allowing and even encouraging contradictions ^^ithin itself. At the
same time, the characters must actively participate in this bonds system in order to
be considered legitimate in their society—because their society hinges on that system
to perpetuate order. For this reason the characters are faced with multiple clashes
that arise not from personal choice but from a world that gives them no choice but to
be “bound” in conflicting ways.
The marriage of Portia and Bassanio is a catalyst for social conflict between
gender, class, and legal bonds. The rings plot, in which Bassanio is persuaded by
Antonio to give up Portia’s ring, illustrates a legal bond (marriage) at odds with a
gender bond (to a fellow man). Bassanio is torn between Antonio and Portia not
because he actually literally wishes to be with one or the other out of personal
preference, but because his society expects him to express total allegiance to both
patriarchy and heterosexual love,two things he simply cannot simultaneously do
without Antonio’s fortuitous intervention. It is the expectations of his society that
drive his actions, and these expectations serve to reproduce the same social customs
(and hierarchy)that already exists, ensuring its future dominance by teaching
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characters to continually expect the hallmarks of the current structure. In this case
there can be no correct choice for Bassanio, and so the bond itself is altered to
incorporate both allegiances. Throughout most of the play Antonio and Portia
essentially \ie for Bassanio, and the only way to make peace betw^een the genders is
to unite them in a new bond that maintains the power of each. The three way final
“marriage keeps the allegiances that influence Bassanio from remaining in conflict
and potentially damaging the structure of either or both systems(of patriarchy and
marriage).
The resolution of the gender crisis comes when Antonio changes his outlook
in order to accept Portia’s right to Bassanio. The play opens on an unhappy
merchant who has been displaced by Bassanio’s shift in focus to Portia. Throughout
the drama, Antonio makes his own journey from displacement to reorientation,
which allows him to accept the value of companionate marriage parallel to the value
of the homosocial world in which he and Bassanio had previously operated.
There is also a class conflict present between Bassanio, Portia, and Antonio,
which further complicates their relationship. Portia, as an aristocrat, chooses to
elevate Bassanio from the level of a poor gentleman to the nobility. However,
Bassanio is able to reach this new status only with the assistance of Antonio, a
middle class merchant, and Shylock, a Jewish moneylender. He is eventually bound
to Portia legally by marriage, but he remains bound to Antonio and through him
even to Shylock by his debt to them. Therefore Bassanio’s rise is a journey that
affects members of all classes, tying each ofthem to the nobility.

Bassanio is well

aware of this fact at the trial, when he returns out of his debt to Antonio, saying “I
have engaged myself to a dear friend,/ Engaged my friend to his mere enemy,/ To
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feed my means”(3.2.259-261). He repeatedly asks that Shylock be given his due
e\^en after Portia has taken away his right to pa>TTient—in fact, Bassanio’s last words
to Shylock are “Here is the money”(4.1.314). Bassanio, as a new aristocrat,
desperately tries to clear his name of bonds he has to members of the lower classes.
Portia’s own version of “justice” keeps him from doing so, and so Bassanio must
honor his debt to Portia, the aristocrat, and ignore his debt to Shylock,the Jew. Just
as in the others cases studied,the tw^o debts cannot coexist ^^ithout undermining the
class-based and cultural hierarchy of the society.
The social journey made by Bassanio illustrates the importance of the concept
of appearances in relation to the bonds between classes. Bassanio begins as a poor
gentleman; it is his imitation of the nobility that allows him to rise. Belmont appears
to be a sort of haven for the aristocracy, and it is that dreamlike, independent quality
that establishes it as a middle class dream or goal for Bassanio. Portia is defined by
her context at Belmont; away from it, she is a woman in a patriarchal world who
must disguise herself as a man to continue to exercise authority over others. For this
reason she is especially eager to marry a man who will not remove her from her
source of legitimacy and power, but rather join her at Belmont. The society is not
upheld only through ties offriendship and debt but through expectation and
imitation. By believing that Bassanio is a legitimate leader of Belmont, he becomes
one, and Belmont remains aristocratic and powerful. In a world that must allow
integration of members of the middle class with members of the upper class in order
to survive, appearance comes to mean everything in order to maintain the
authenticity and authority ofthe hierarchy.
Just as legal bonds are inextricably bound to gender and class bonds.
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social bonds are tied to cultural bonds that arise from the two religious groups
portrayed in the play. The ostensibly Christian worlds of Venice and of Belmont
conflict directly with Shylock’s Jewish w^orldview during the trial and through
Jessica’s conversion. Shylock is not considered equal to Antonio despite his
considerable wealth; the fact that he is Je^vish is w^hat relegates him to a lower social
class and what ultimately leads to his demise. Shylock demands for Antonio the
Christian “justice” he himself has been subject to as a hated minority in Venice. He
does not believe he should show^ the merchant any mercy partially because the
Christians of Venice are not merciful to others. His refusal to be merciful also
reflects the deep cultural differences betw^een the two groups: as a Jew,Shylock
prescribes to an Old Testament view of total justice without leniency. This show^s
how the conflict at hand is not simply one between a stubborn old man and a
powerful majority, but between two worldviews and two cultures that have remained
in conflict throughout most of history—this remains an unended battle.
Shylock attempts to play by the rules ofthe dominant religious culture, but he
is thwarted by an unexpected showing of“mercy that saves Antonio and then ruins
him. Shylock is baffled by a system that espouses justice but will not allow him his,
then evokes mercy only to destroy him. He learns that the rules can change in order
to preserve the interests of the governing party. The Christians preach justice only
to practice mercy on their own members,and then they preach mercy to others only
to practice justice (or something worse than justice) on their enemies. This paradox
exists, and is indeed essential, in order to allow the Christian camp to continue to
assert its social dominance while still ascribing to the concept ofjustice when
necessary.
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For Shylock’s punishment he is stripped of his fortune and forced to convert
to Christianit}'; meanwhile, when Jessica steals part of his fortune and abandons
him,she is rewarded with her own conversion to Christianity. The religious paradox
in this play is a question of the true nature of conversion—w^hether it is mercy or
justice in action, and how" one person can choose to be converted while another can
be forced to do so. The real purpose of the Christians is wholly social. They wish to
strengthen and expand their own culture even at the expense of others, and they
maintain the legal high ground of Christianity(and the perks it entails, such

as

arbitrary punishments and pardons) by practicing “mercy” at strategic moments.
The Venetian society uses the distinctions of the law, class, gender, and
religion to separate and define its members. Their identities are bound up in this
structure and it determines their positions relative to each other. These bonds
illustrate conflicts that are brought on not by any individual s willpow^er but by the
competing demands of the society that governs and frames that individual. The
following chapter explores how the bonds oflaw and marriage shape the actions of
the characters. In the end,the characters are what their culture makes them,and
they all behave as they should according to the conflicting bonds of that world. The
result is a drama that depicts the conflicts of a society whose very structure keeps it
at odds with itself.
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Chapter i: The Law and Marriage

The action of The Merchant of Venice centers around tw^o types of legal
contracts: a lending bond between businessmen and marital agreements betvveen
tw^o couples. The plot invites characters to make various choices stemming from
these contracts, but the decisions they make are restricted by the confines of their
bonds with each other and the obligations they are expected to uphold to conflicting
groups. The citizens of Venice must honor allegiances to each other over duties to
justice, economics, and women. They find it impossible to honor all of the loyalties
they must express on a daily basis, and so they eventually seek to pacify the
conflicting groups by synthesizing their allegiances into new forms of contracts that
erase the conflict by binding both parties together. The treatment of these legal
contracts illustrates how the characters view the bonds that shape their lives. They
are willing to break legal contracts,the most obvious of agreements,in order to
uphold unvoiced social contracts. The key to their success is that they do so without
publicly challenging the law; a violation becomes a compromise, and the law can
continue to serve its purpose in their society without challenging their power.
The characters each express some form of devotion to various groups and
ideas—Christianity, Venice, patriarchy, marriage, business, men,or social hierarchy.
However,the choices that appear to be made between loyalties never actually vary
from expectations. For example, although Bassanio greatly values Portia as the
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emblem of his marital and monetary success, he cannot value her more than he does
Antonio as his connection to a patriarchal, homosocial world. He cannot truly
choose between the tw^o because his society would be unable to function without the
participation of both relationships. In the same sense the legal system of Venice is
not able to exercise either mercy or justice without infringing upon one or the other;
nevertheless, both ser\^e to sustain the existing power hierarchy by being employed
at the most opportune of moments.
This chapter looks at the economic deal with Shylock and the marriages ofthe
tw^o young Belmont couples as they lay bare the social friction in their society that is
usually ignored. The two plots parallel each other thematically and share both
economic and romantic speech. The concept of the oath and the contradictory
language of loyalty are also relevant to the significance of both types of contracts.
The Venetian trial and the second “trial” scene involving the rings result in
renegotiations of social contracts that serve to stabilize the world ofthe play.
Marriage becomes a combination of male friendship and heterosexual love, with a
practical side to both. The role offoreigners in the Venetian economy is placed
squarely below the importance of Venetians themselves. The characters themselves
make the decisions that ultimately lead to peace, but those decisions are formed by
the needs of their society. This is why no other conclusions lead to harmony—
Shylock simply cannot claim his bond,just as Bassanio cannot choose either Portia
or Antonio. When these actions are attempted,the play simply continues as the
society seeks a new conclusion that wdll not jeopardize its hierarchy and its source of
strength.
While one legal bond is marital and the other is economic,the two versions
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resemble each other in language, the perceptions of each by the characters, and in
the breaches of both contracts. The marital bonds are frequently couched in business
terms and treated like business deals, despite the fact that they are supposedly
romantic transactions. However,in the historical setting and in the play itself there
are clearly many economic components to marriage, not the least of which is Portia’s
wealth and Bassanio’s lack of it. Their marriage is just as much a transfer of power
and property from a woman to a man as it is a romantic union. In a similarly
unexpected way,the economic bond is rooted in affection and a sense of loyalty.
This is a business deal undertaken betvs^een men for Bassanio’s benefit. However,
Antonio agrees to the loan out of his love for Bassanio. He expects to be “repaid” in
love or loyalty what he has given up for Bassanio. He also seeks to maintain a sort of
possession of Bassanio by enabling the gentleman’s journey to Belmont and
therefore his marriage. The contract with Shylock ensures that Bassanio will be
indebted to Antonio notjust for the loan but for his fortune in marriage and wealth.
The two marriage bonds are between the two Belmont couples,in which the
“deal” is marriage and the literal “bonds,” or contracts, are the two rings. The fact
that Antonio serves as guarantor for Bassanio in both bonds strengthens the
parallels between them. In all ofthe contracts,the concepts of oaths and
faithfulness, whether it be to spouses, to the law, or to one’s word, perpetually
challenge the characters. In the moments of greatest tension,they are confronted
with a choice between the people and ideas to which they have promised allegiance.
In both the courtroom trial and the Belmont trial, it is the implicit social contracts
that prevail over the public ones. The characters render their own oaths meaningless
in favor of protecting the deeper social loyalties that form the foundations of their
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culture. This choice, while unpopular with some,is the only w^ay to maintain the
society through w^hich they define themselves and their own value.
Throughout the play w^e find instances of the interwoven nature ofthe two
types of public contracts, the legal and the marital ones. Perhaps one ofthe clearest
connections betw^een the bonds is the use of words such as “swear” and “oath” in
regards to both. Shylock and Antonio enter into a legal contract, essentially sw^earing
to uphold it when they agree on it. Bassanio and Gratiano enter into the binding
contracts of marriage, and by taking their wives’ rings they too swear to uphold those
contracts. However,in both situations contracts are \dolated and yet the law and
marriage itself emerge undamaged. The oaths of the characters come to mean
nothing; what matters is that they are able to find suitable explanations for why they
breach said oaths. In the case of the economic bond the most notable violation is not
direct; Antonio reneges on the loan from Shylock, but the real wrong comes when the
court turns the tables on Shylock despite his valid claim to his due. The violation is
really of Shylock’s rights to justice. Likewise in the marriage scene Bassanio literally
gives away Portia’s ring, but the real problem arises when Portia challenges him on
the matter and he fails to see the value ofthe ring as the symbol of Portia’s value to
him. Nevertheless, against all odds the Christians manage to patch together an
image of success, apparently unmarred by their injustices. It seems that the
appearance of integrity is all that is required to maintain the legitimacy of social
institutions. This, above all, is why the Christians can carry on unharmed:
maintaining the roots of their society, not the value of their words or the inflexibility
of their law, is their utmost concern, and they do so brilliantly.
Although the manipulation of contracts ultimately does not ruin the
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societies of Venice or Belmont,the characters are well aware of the dangers of
violating those contracts. They frequently remind audiences ofthe devastating
effects of manipulating both law and marriage. There is a gap betu^een the language
of respect for the law and the actual practices ofthe characters. The credit ofthe law
in Venice is upended when an outsider, a woman in disguise with no real authority,
is able to save Antonio by underhanded means. However,the Venetians never
openly acknowledge this. Assuming that Shylock remains in Venice for any period of
time, his case would be made known to other Jew^s and outsiders. His treatment
would have discouraged others from dealing with Christians, w^hich w^ould have
ultimately undermined the economic strength ofthe city. Earlier in the play, the
Venetians seem well aware of this danger. Antonio warns the Duke that to “deny the
course oflaw” would “much impeach the justice ofthe state”(3.3.26, 29). Shylock’s
cry “If you deny me,fie upon your law!/ There is no force in the decrees of Venice./
I stand for judgment. Answer: shall I have it?” echoes this threat(4.1.101-103).
“Justice” is constantly used to refer to Shylock’s right to demand the bond and also
to beg him to forgive it with mercy. Other characters are also aware ofthe weight of
the issue; Salerio comments to Bassanio that Shylock “plies the Duke at morning and
at night,/ And doth impeach the freedom ofthe state / If they deny him justice”
(3.2.277-279). Antonio laments that “no lawful means can carry me / Out of his
envy’s reach” and Bassanio pleads with Portia (in disguise)to “Wrest once the law to
your authority./ To do a great right, do a little wrong”(4.1.9-10; 213-214). These
admissions, particularly the use of the forceful “wrest” to describe Portia’s decision,
indicate that there is no doubt among the Christians that Shylock has the law on his
side. However, after Portia gives them an upper hand, no more mention is made of
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these dangers. Despite the fact that Antonio still owes Shylock in the end,it seems
that in the thrill of victory some ofthe Venetians cease to consider the economic
welfare of the state. Not all, however, are oblivious.
Perhaps this is why the Duke is so quick to lessen Shylock’s sentence and
Bassanio is so eager to pay back the bond even after Shylock has lost his bargaining
power. After Portia reveals the law that makes it impossible for Shylock to retrieve
the pound offlesh, Shylock asks for the offer of thrice the bond,to which Bassanio
immediately responds “Here is the money”(4.1.317)* When Portia denies his right to
the offer, Shylock then asks only for the principal. Bassanio again responds without
hesitation “I have it ready for thee. Here it is”(4*1.335)* Portia alone disallows even
this and mockingly pushes for “merelyjustice and his bond”(4*1*337)* After she
unveils the next law that ruins Shylock’s fortune and leaves his life in the Duke’s
hands,the Duke responds before Shylock even speaks: “That thou shalt see the
difference of our spirit,/ I pardon thee thy life before thou ask it” and he hints of the
funds due to the state that “humbleness may drive [them]unto a fine”(4*1*366-367,
370).
In contrast, Gratiano offers him only “A halter gratis!”(377)and Antonio
harshly demands that he convert to Christianity and will all of his possessions to
Lorenzo and Jessica. Perhaps Antonio is selfishly motivated; though Shylock s
business is a benefit to the state, he is a competitor for Antonio. As a Christian, he
would be shunned by the Jews and unable to charge interest to borrowers. Antonio
may have simply taken the opportunity to cripple a hated competitor. This would fit
in with his spiteful attitude towards Jews in general; he is so full of detestation that
he refuses to acknowledge the economic importance ofthe Jews. The Duke’s actions
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appear to be an attempt at damage control; he and Bassanio are both well aware that
Shylock desen’es at least the principal, and the Duke hopes to restore some
semblance offairness to Venetian law by quickly reducing an arbitrary social death
sentence to a partial loss of wealth. Perhaps Bassanio is also sensitive to Shylock s
rights because of his position in society as a gentleman in name but a middle class
borrower in fact—a man dependent upon the wealth of outsiders like Shylock in a
city in which no Christians are willing, or able, to lend to him.
Portia, on the other hand,is oblivious to these concerns, worries such as the
importance offoreigners to economic success in Venice are surely unknown in
Belmont. This aristocratic mindset explains w^hy she insists on heaping punishments
on Shylock beyond simply refusing his bond. Portia is out to destroy Shylock almost
on a lark; she has no interest in the repercussions of her deeds. When she decides to
impersonate a man and a lawyer,she seems to do so as a practical joke, telling
Nerissa,“When we are both accoutered like young men / I’ll prove the prettier fellow
ofthe two”(3.4.63-64). In the end,she returns to Belmont, unaw^are of any effects
her actions may have had in Venice. The aristocrat is above both the law and its
repercussions.
These varied reactions to Shylock’s plight demonstrate the flexibility ofthe
law in the play and in its historical setting. Portia proclaims laws while Antonio,
another civilian, decrees punishment and the Duke arbitrarily tweaks what aspects of
the verdict he chooses. What should be a simple case offailure to pay back a loan
becomes a life-and-death argument involving members of all classes actively
participating in the decision ofthe court. Antonio’s debt is ultimately ignored.
Instead, the trial changes subjects altogether, vilifying Shylock based on obscure
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laws while forgetting the purpose of the original case. The noble defendant and the
hated accuser reverse roles, enabling a much more satisfying conclusion for the
Venetian \iewers who doubtless would have been horrified to see Antonio die by the
hand of a Jew.
This tremendous shift highlights the fact that the trial cannot be logical or
fair, but is really a social spectacle resulting in a popular(as opposed to a just)
decision. It is an opportunity for the aristocracy and the ruling powers to

exercise

“mercy” and power,for Venetians to assert dominance over outsiders,for Christians
to best Jews, and for a merchant to conquer a competitor and a supposed usurer.
These social roots of the resolution are never commented upon. In the early scenes
of the play characters speak ofthe social repercussions of mishandling Shylock s
case, but after the trial scene the focus shifts abruptly to ideas of mercy that can
easily account for the shift that takes place in the courtroom. The influences of
Portia and Antonio on the verdict are not portrayed as affronts to justice but rather
as opportunistic actions.
This depiction suggests that Shakespeare’s audiences would not have been as
concerned with the integrity ofthe law as modern audiences try to be. They

were

more acutely aware of how social interests and prejudices affected legal proceedings,
and so there would be no need to question the validity of Portia’s decision is if it
must be totally fair. Shakespeare confirms this by not questioning it himself. The
law is a social vehicle, and the play is about a society, not an idealized legal system.
The scene at its root is not a decision between right and wrong but between winners
and losers. While it is true that modern law is fairer, by virtue of being more
carefully defined and regulated, than Elizabethan law, it is also apparent that
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Elizabethan audiences were more willing to accept the underbellies of their social
institutions than we are. Rather than pretending that law and marriage are
unwaveringly just, Shakespeare instead accepts their inherent injustices and focuses
on the social dynamics that affect them.
In the trial scene we see a broken agreement go unnoticed as the Venetians
focus on Shylock’s motives instead of Antonio’s debt. In the marital relationships of
the play, broken agreements are similarly “brought to trial” but then forgiven—with
strings attached—in much the same way that Portia and the Duke show mercy at
the legal trial. In both cases the play focuses not on the fact that promises are broken
(that Antonio fails to repay Shylock or that Bassanio and Gratiano give away their
rings), but how those broken agreements are dealt with. Portia exercises authority
over the law and by extension her social inferiors and Antonio in the trial scene, and
then asserts her power over Bassanio in the confrontation over the rings. She is able
to manipulate both situations to her own advantage.
In the ring plot once again Portia is a sort of prosecutor with Nerissa serving
as an assistant. Just as the Venetians caution ofthe danger of denying justice to
Shylock, Portia and Nerissa give ample warning to their husbands of the
repercussions of giving away their rings. The language ofthose involved is
promising, but the contract is ultimately violated. Before the marriage ceremony
takes place, Portia gives Bassanio “Myself and what is mine in an extensive speech,
which ends with these words:
I give them with this ring.
Which when you part from,lose, or give away.
Let it presage the ruin of your love
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And be my vantage to exclaim on you.(3.2.171-174)
Bassanio is quick to assure her that “But when this ring / Parts from this finger, then
parts life from hence./ Oh,then be bold to say Bassanio’s dead!”(3.2.183-185). By
accepting Bassanio as her husband, Portia establishes him as her social and marital
superior and transfers her father’s estate to a penniless, reckless man. She wants
Bassanio to appreciate the significance of what she is giving him,and she also hopes
to maintain some sense of control over what she must give up. Social expectations
dictate that Portia must relinquish all of her power when she marries and she is
aware of this, calling Bassanio “lord ... governor..[and]king and saying Myself and
what is mine to you and yours / Is now converted”(3.2.165-167)* However, after
giving Bassanio her fortune and herself, Portia introduces the rings as a stop-gap
measure to assure his faithfulness. Although to give the ring away might signify
infidelity(which is what Bassanio assumes Portia seeks to avoid), Portia is perhaps
more concerned with social disloyalty. She sees the ring as a symbol of herself,
which for Bassanio to give away to any man or woman would mean demoting her to
a lesser status and removing her source of meaning within their marriage. Portia has
no choice but to give her power to Bassanio, but she can still seek to maintain power
over Bassanio himself, essentially keeping her position of authority. When Bassanio
gives away her ring she knows it is not to a woman,but she still punishes him
because she fears a loss of control in their relationship.
The expectations ofloyalty that the women place upon their husbands are not
limited to the rings. Verbal unfaithfulness is also a source of retribution for Bassanio
and Gratiano, and this is in keeping with the idea that it is public disloyalty, not
sexual infidelity, which the women fear most. During the trial, when Bassanio
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publicly states that he esteems Antonio more than Portia,she comments in her
la\\yer’s guise that “Your wife would give you little thanks for that,/ If she w^ere by to
hear you make the offer”(4.1.286-287). When Gratiano takes it a step further and
actually wishes his wife dead for Antonio’s sake, Nerissa rebukes him similarly,
stating that “Tis well you offer it behind her back;/ The wish would make else an
unquiet house”(4.1.291-292). In this case as well as in the rings plot the woman do
not refer to sexual faithfulness but to social loyalty. They do not wish to be publicly
relegated to second place behind the male relationships oftheir husbands, which is
exactly what takes place in the trial scene and when the rings are given up.
The faithfulness Portia demands is a sort of allegiance, a faithfulness to any
promise made to her. When Portia asks for Bassanio’s ring she requests it for your
love,” to which he responds,“There’s more depends on this than on the value”
(4.1.425,432). For a moment the audience can hope that Bassanio will remain true
to his promise and protect the ring and the marital bond it represents. The phrase is
reminiscent of Shylock’s lament when he hears ofthe ring Jessica gave up for a
monkey:
Out upon her! Thou torturest me. Tubal. It
was my turquoise; I had it of Leah when I was a
bachelor. I would not have given it for a wilderness of
monkeys.(3.1.113-116)
In these statements, both men seem to attach unlimited value to an object; because
the rings represent the bonds of marriage,the men are by extension attaching
unlimited value to their marriages. Shylock keeps his ring long past his wife’s death;
it seems at first that Bassanio will keep his at all costs as well.
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Bassanio allows the “lawyer” to leave without the ring, and we breathe a sigh
of relief for the two marriages. Immediately afterw^ards, however, Antonio steps in
\vith a plea of his own:“My lord Bassanio,let him have the ring./ Let his deservings
and my love withal / Be valued 'gainst your wife’s commandment”(4.1.447-449).
With no more encouragement than this, Bassanio sends Gratiano to deliver the ring.
He then exits with Antonio, commenting,“Come, you and I will thither presently,/
And in the morning early will we both / Fly toward Belmont. Come,Antonio”
(4-1*453-455)● Although initially hesitant to hand the ring over, Bassanio does not
pause once Antonio forces him to make a direct choice betw^een his friend and his
wife. There seems to be no competition in Bassanio’s mind, despite what he has said
to Portia, between his loyalty to her and to Antonio.
When the groups return to Belmont, Portia and Nerissa are ready to
interrogate the men about their actions. The final “trial” in the fifth act repeats the
Venetian trial, but this time “Bassanio is tried, along with Gratiano for non
performance on a bond”(Ranald 72). However, while the women began their plan as
a joke, they start to seriously question the commitment of their husbands, while the
men fail to see the importance of their actions. When Nerissa confronts Gratiano
about the disappearance of his ring, he dismisses it as an argument “About a hoop of
gold, a paltry ring”(147). She responds by reminding him of its deeper significance:
What talk you ofthe posy or the value?
You swore to me, when I did give it you.
That you would wear it till your hour of death
And that it should lie with you in your grave.
Though not for me, yet for your vehement oaths
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You should have been respective and have kept it.(5.1.151-156)
Here Nerissa brings the focus back to the idea of an oath, or a contract, which should
be binding at all costs but which in actuality rarely is. The women want the rings to
actually ensure the loyalty they signify, while the men use the social language of
loyalty without expecting to live it out in all situations. Portia echoes Nerissa’s
sentiments in her words to Gratiano just afterwards, as she calls the ring “A thing
stuck on with oaths upon your finger,/ And so riveted with faith unto your flesh”
(5.1.168-169). From the beginning the literal rings are a test, not of marital
faithfulness but of public loyalty. Just as the business bond signifies justice and the
law for Venice,The value placed on the two types of literal contracts indicates the
value the characters attribute to the institutions they represent.
Bassanio, aware of his fate, says in an aside just before his loss is discovered
that “Why,I were best to cut my left hand off/ And swear I lost the ring defending it
(5.1.177-178). Here, as in the statements made during the trial, we can see that
Bassanio knows he is in the wrong. Still, he attempts to justify the loss. Portia is
scathing in her rebuke; when he admits that his finger is bare(wdth possible sexual
connotations that contribute to the idea of infidelity), she lashes back that “Even so
void is your false heart oftruth” and later “If you had known the virtue ofthe ring,/
Or half her worthiness that gave the ring,/ Or your own honor to contain the ring,/
You would not then have parted with the ring”(190,199-202). His excuses are
a «

“honor,” “shame, courtesy,” and “ingratitude”—things which Portia interprets as
valued above herself to Bassanio.
Gratiano’s comment that he gave his ring to “A prating boy,that begged it as a
fee. / I could not for my heart deny it him”(164-165)further diminishes the status of
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his o^^Tl marriage by putting such a puny figure above of Nerissa’s one request. In
particular, the use of the word “heart,” as if in sympathy or admiration ofthe boy,
sets up a comparison between the worth of woman and man. Ultimately it seems
that in the allegiances of men,any male, even if he is just an unknown boy, will
always triumph over e\^en the most important wnman.
When the wnmen claim that they slept with the lawyer and the clerk to whom
the rings w-ere given, Gratiano exclaims,“What,are w^e cuckolds ere we have
desennd it?”(5.1.265). In his mind, his choice to give his ring awny is not infidelity,
though Nerissa \iew^s it as a sort of betrayal. Therefore to him, Nerissa’s act would
have been the first infidelity of the marriage, despite the fact that the clerk had the
ring that s}onbolized a sort of possession of Nerissa. Portia tells Bassanio that if“he
can give awny her property,the ring, then she is entitled to give away Bassanio’s
property, her body”(Ranald 72). By equating the rings with their own bodies,the
women are attaching added significance to the vows ofthe men. Although Portia is
really thinking in terms of her broader power in their relationship, she uses sexuality
to underscore her value to Bassanio. To give the rings away to anyone, male or
female, means to give away the rights to a wife. At first, the men do not recognize
this, but their bawdy jokes in the final lines indicate that they at last understand the
importance of the rings and by extension oftheir promises to their wives. In the end
Bassanio will hold tightly to his ring because he sees it as his title to Portia. At the
same time Portia sees the ring as her connection to Bassanio and to Belmont—her
source oflegitimacy and power. As long as he values her ring, he values her. Either
way,the ring and therefore their relationship is now of utmost worth, which is
exactly what Portia wants.
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After such a fray, it is surprising that Gratiano and Bassanio see their rings
returned at all. The catalyst for this is Antonio’s offer that “I dare be bound again,/
My soul upon the forfeit, that your lord / Will nevermore break faith advisedly”
(5.1.251-253). Portia is well aware of Antonio’s influence when she orders him to
give Bassanio the ring a second time, which he does, commanding Bassanio to swear
to keep it. Interestingly, Bassanio never actually swears to do so. The contractual
triangle here is highly reminiscent of the older one with Shylock; in both cases,
Antonio ser\'es as the guarantor and enabler ofthe contract. When Antonio says,
“My soul upon the forfeit,” and Bassanio promises,“by my soul I sw^ear / I never
more \vill break an oath with thee,” it appears that both men will keep their word to
Portia (5.1.248).
The presence ofthe idea ofthe soul in the above oaths adds to their
weightiness. In general,though, people swear constantly throughout this play: by
souls, by friends, by heaven, and of course by love. Rarely does it mean much.
Gratiano looks at the act mockingly, bragging that he won Nerissa by “swearing till
my very roof was dry”(3.2.204). By their actions we see that Bassanio and Antonio
(not to mention Gratiano)do not believe oaths are truly binding, and apparently all
of the people present at the trial would agree. In their defense,though,the
Venetians are pulled in various directions by so many oaths that it would be
impossible to obey them all. Bassanio,for example, is expected to swear to be
faithful to his wife, while he is also a part of a male society that assumes he will
remain loyal to men above all other promises. In such a society, either the vows to
women or the vows to men must be breakable. Bassanio has no choice but to violate
one vow or the other in such a contradictory society.
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In fact, only one character in the entire play takes swearing seriously enough
to keep his word. Shylock may ha\^e truly wanted Antonio to die by his hands, or he
may have thought the bond a “merry sport,” as he says (1.3.144), but regardless of his
motives, Shylock never wavers from the contract. He seems glad to harvest the
pound offlesh from his enemy, but he also seems fearful of breaking the bond on any
grounds, even when offered thrice the money he is owed. He responds with apparent
emotion:“An oath, an oath! I have an oath in heaven./ Shall I lay perjury upon my
soul? / No, not for Venice”(4.1.226-228). At another point he warns them:
And by our holy Sabaoth have I sworn
To have the due and forfeit of my bond.
If you deny it, let the danger light
Upon your charter and your city’s freedom!(4.1.36-39).
Shylock seems to be the only character who equates oaths with heaven or with
religious significance, this despite the fact that it is the New Testament that dictates
that men shall not swear at all. He is in keeping with the Old Testament teaching
that says,“Do not break your oath, but keep the oaths you have made to the Lord”
(Matthew 5:33). The Christians, however, are in direct violation of both that
teaching and the New Testament one which commands:
Do not swear at all either by heaven,for it is God’s throne; or by the earth,for
it is his footstool; or by Jerusalem,for it is the city ofthe Great King. And do
not swear by your head,for you cannot make even one hair white or black.
Simply let your ‘Yes’ be ‘Yes,’ and your ‘No,’‘No’; anything beyond this comes
from the evil one.(Matthew 5:33-37)
Whether an excuse for his actions or true emotions, Shylock is alone in his apparent
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reverence for promises, despite the many assurances of the language ofthe
Christians.
In light of this moral ground upon which we find Shylock, of all characters, we
can take note of a much-studied exclamation he makes during the trial scene. His
words,“I have a daughter;/ Would any ofthe stock of Barabbas / Had been her
husband rather than a Christian!”(4.1. 293-295) have been used against him,but
their context within the play and Shylock’s stance on faithfulness make it one ofthe
strongest examples of his human side. The half line,“I have a daughter,” directly
follows the opening phrase,“These be the Christian husbands.” These three lines all
appear immediately after Bassanio and Gratiano figuratively offer their wives up for
Antonio’s sake. In light of these comments,Shylock’s rebuttal is downright touching.
Despite the fact that he has wished her dead in his anger, he now sees the
unfaithfulness of the Christians and laments that his daughter is married to one of
them,apparently because he does not want her to suffer with a disloyal husband
even though she was disloyal to him. His hate here doesn’t seem to be directed at
Christianity as a religion, but at the habits ofthe Christian husbands.
Apparently Shylock’s lament was is unwarranted; near the end ofthe play we
find Jessica and Lorenzo alone together at Belmont. He waxes poetic; she is somber.
Her biting words in response to one of his comments do not bode well for her
happiness:
In such a night
Did young Lorenzo swear he loved her well,
Stealing her soul with many vows offaith.
And ne’er a true one.(5.1.18-21)
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By all indications at the end of the play, Jessica has unhappily faded into the
background, possibly still unmarried. She may love Lorenzo, but at the least she
gives no sign of being pleased with him after their escape. Her accusatory mocking
of his “\’ow^s of faith” suggests that perhaps already Lorenzo has followed the
example set by his Christian peers and been (again, if not literally then figuratively)
unfaithful to his w^ord. From Shylock s comment about the ring Leah gave him w^e
know that he actually does attach unlimited value to some things,including
faithfulness. This is more than the others, including Bassanio and Gratiano,
newlyw^eds of less than a day, can say.
Besides portraying promises as highly flexible, the Venetians frequently
combine and trade the language oflove with the language of economics. Aside from
the symbolic parallels, this vocabulary gives us plenty of reminders ofthe
interconnected nature ofthe two sorts of bonds. That nature is related not only
through the economic implications of marriage and the affection between men that
enables the economic contract, but also the social grounds of both types of
agreements. The references to aspects of business within the marriage bonds are
numerous. From the beginning, Bassanio seeks Portia out in part for economic
purposes. Lorenzo speaks oftaking Jessica with the jewels with which she is
furnished, and Portia herself is referred to by Morocco as a gem. Bassanio is praised
by Portia’s messenger for his “Gifts of rich value” and “costly” appearance (2.9.91,
94). Perhaps most interestingly, Bassanio makes several references notjust to
business but to law in his speeches during the casket scene. At one point he points
out:
So may the outward shows be least themselves;
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The world is still deceived with ornament.
In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt
But, being seasoned with a gracious voice.
Obscures the show of e\il?(3.2.73-77)
Soon after he adds: “Look on beauty,/ And you shall see 'tis purchased by the
w^eight”(3.2.88-89). The parallel between the “gracious voice” Bassanio speaks of as
a “tainted” voice in law and the actual voice of Portia—definitely gracious, definitely
corrupt—is unmistakable. Here Bassanio makes a direct connection betw’een the
marriage plot and the law plot.
When Bassanio retrieves the scroll from the leaden casket, he literally claims
Portia by saying “I come by note,” and the legal allusions continue when he
anticipates that his “prize” will be “confirmed,signed, ratified”(3.2.140-141,148).
Portia uses similar language when she refers to “the full sum of me” and she wishes
to “stand high in your account”(3-2.155,157)- Gratiano, as usual,is the most direct;
he calls marriage a “bargain of your faith” and refers to Bassanio’s “fortune” with
double meaning. He says,“Your fortune stood upon the caskets there” and
“provided that your fortune / Achieved her mistress”(3.2.201; 206-207). Gratiano
probably refers most literally to Bassanio’s luck in choosing the right casket;
however,the word choice also reminds us that Bassanio’s economic fortune
(meaning his reliance on Portia’s money to pay Antonio back and to fund his future
whims)also stands upon the caskets. Which “prize” is most important to Bassanio,
the money or the girl, one can only surmise. It is telling, though,that he speaks of
both Portia and her fortune in economic terms, while he speaks of Antonio solely in
emotional terms.
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The women refer to their relationships in economic language as well, usually
referring to the act of buving men,or \ice versa. Portia is well aware that her
“worth” is couched primarily in her wealth. When Bassanio leaves Belmont to try to
save Antonio, Portia tells him,“Since you are dear bought, I will love you dear
(3-2.313). Else\vhere she comments “How little is the cost I have bestow^ed / In
purchasing the semblance of my soul”(3.4.19-20). She has “purchased” Bassanio by
giving him her wealth. This is an odd sw^ap; the man receives a fortune wMe the
w^oman recen^es a husband. It seems that Bassanio has the better deal in winning
both a companion and her riches. Perhaps this is why Portia so anxiously insists on
using the ring as a symbol of her influence over Bassanio; she wishes to prolong, by
extension, her powder over Belmont. At the last, Portia imites everyone to charge us
there upon inter'gatories,/ And we will answer all things faithfully (5.1.298-299).
This final conflation ofthe language ofthe two types of contracts reflects how
economics and marriage merge together in the play. In two legal bonds,a contract is
brought to trial for perceived violation and the ensuing verdict results in a new social
dynamic. Shylock is forcibly absorbed into Christian culture and Antonio is included
in Bassanio’s “new” marriage. In this way the social institutions ofthe play are
preserved in novel forms which are distinct from the breached contracts and
therefore still valid.
The Venetian men frequently refer to their relationships with each other in
distinctly sentimental tones. The business bond is based in the love Antonio has for
Bassanio. The two men use the word “love” to describe their own relationship more
than Bassanio ever uses it with Portia. Others seem to be in agreement; Solanio
comments of Antonio’s love for Bassanio that “I think he only loves the world for
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him”(2.8.50), and Lorenzo calls Antonio a dear “lover” of Bassanio (3.4*7)* Also,
when Shylock hears of Antonio’s ill luck, he says he will “have the heart of him if he
forfeit”(3.1.120). The heart is not only the center ofthe man but the metaphorical
seat of his lo\ e. Antonio refers to Shylock’s “Jewish heart,” and the constant calls for
mercy during the trial scene are also distinct from the realms of business and law.
These ox'erlapping words underline the similar causes of t\\^o very dissimilar
conflicts.
In addition to the use of interconnected language,the insertion of the
comments about Portia and Nerissa made in the midst of the trial seem out of place
and serve to bring the two sub-plots of marriage and business closer together. The
final synthesis of the marriage bond and the business bond through Antonio also
combines the vocabulary of the tv^^o spheres; Antonio says he will be “bound” to
“lend,” but he is speaking oflove and faith, intangibles within the marital
relationship that he has no means of guaranteeing. His illogical assurance succeeds
not because of how it is voiced but simply because it is voiced. There is never any
danger of Bassanio valuing another woman above Portia; Antonio and the maledominated system he represents, whether romantic or based in friendship, is the
only thing that can supersede her. Antonio, as the bond of patriarchy pulling on
Bassanio, is the only obstacle preventing his promises ofloyalty from being
believable. Bassanio must not break his bond with Antonio because the structure of
his society hinges upon the concept of patriarchy and male dominance. Therefore
when Portia realizes that she is fighting an uphill battle to assert her strength, she
then turns to Antonio for the necessary addition: male approval. With Antonio’s
oath to support her, Portia need not fear another ring episode because the only
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person with the po\ver to sway Bassanio has literally given him her ring. Portia
recognizes that an oath made between men is superior to one made to a woman,and
therefore allo^ved Antonio to swear to ensure Bassanio’s loyalty. By doing so she has
made Bassanio’s vo^vs to her equal to any promise made between men.
Portia’s adaptabiliU^ ultimately allow^s her to succeed, and the common factor
between the t^vo t> pes of legal agreements in the play is the degree to w^hich they are
both highly malleable to her and to other proactive characters. The institutions of
law and marriage are fueled entirely by social perceptions and social bonds. Social
perceptions are the traits that the culture wishes to exhibit in order to justify its
system of relations and its hierarchy. These include the concept ofjustice that is
crucial to the Venetian economic scene,the idea of mercy which the Christians can
show at will, and the language of oaths and trust that appears in marriage vows.
Social bonds are the machines that allow the city to function and the forces behind
the cultivation of certain perceptions. They are the gender, class, and religious
allegiances that actually determine the verdict of the courtroom scene and cause the
loss of Bassanio’s ring. The central conflicts of the play arise when bonds and
perceptions are publicly challenged by outsiders—a Jew in a Christian world, a
woman in a male world, and a merchant and a gentleman in an aristocratic world.
In the trial scene,the Duke is faced with the uncomfortable duty of either
confirming the idea ofjustice which Venice cultivates, or saving the life of one of his
own most noble citizens. Without Portia’s interference,the Duke might have
actually been forced to bow to a social perception, a smokescreen that was never
intended to be unbendable. In the final scenes we see a similar dilemma in which
Bassanio must openly choose between male honor and a marital promise. Normally,
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the two coexist; it is only when Portia forces the issue that a choice must actually be
made. Just as in the pre\ious trial scene, social bonds emerge that surpass the
important of contracts. Portia is able to create in her relationship with Bassanio a
new sense of lo> alt>^ by compromising vsith his bond to Antonio. Shylock, however,
cannot compromise and can do nothing to face this onslaught. He is too
unimportant and too powerless to triumph over so many.
A peaceful conclusion is only possible when the Venetian society is willing to
violate its ovsm principles while still hiding the fact that it does so. The characters
view the trial and the marriage as legitimate despite the fact that in both cases
contracts are broken, because the contracts are not abandoned entirely but
redefined. The bending of these legal bonds allows for a noble end to both situations
that justifies the actions taken by the characters and preserves the apparent integrity
ofthe system—and that appearance is above all what the society ofthe play will not
abandon.
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Chapter 2: Gender Relations

The world of this play and of Shakespeare’s England is thoroughly male,
dominated by attitudes of patriarchy and loyalty that women only begin to challenge
in the trial scene and at the time of the play’s writing. Gender serves as one ofthe
closest bonds betw^een the characters, particularly for the central pair of men. It is
the primary state of loyalties bet^veen men that causes the rings debacle, as Antonio
expects Bassanio to choose devotion to a friend over a promise to his wifesomething his male-centered world has certainly taught him to expect. Antonio’s
attitude reflects the normal approach towards male allegiance that has dominated
Shakespeare’s society for centuries. He simply assumes that his friendship is
superior to all other relationships, and it is not wrong or unpredictable for him to do
so. When Portia assumes the same preeminence of her own claim to Bassanio,she
challenges not just Antonio but the bedrock of a highly homosocial society. The
conflict becomes one between patriarchy and companionate marriage(meaning a
union which, even if not quite equal, is at least more inclusive ofthe woman and
more loving in general than the marriages determined by patriarchy). Antonio’s
reaction to Portia’s unexpected request for power therefore represents notjust the
response of an individual, but of an entire system that is based in patriarchy and very
fearful of change.
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This chapter uses Antonio as a guide through the play from the perspective of
the dominant, male-centered model of gender roles. It begins ^vith his confusion
upon hearing of Bassanio’s plans to go to Belmont, and it follows Antonio through
the first scenes to the trial and then through the argument in Belmont and to the
remarriage of Bassanio and Portia. Antonio’s journey illustrates the changing role of
men as he is challenged by a woman and ultimately decides to join forces with her
rather than continue to compete against her. Without Antonio’s participation,the
men and women of the play would remain at odds with each other; it is only through
his blessing that the plot can continue to an agreeable conclusion. For this reason
this chapter focuses on Antonio as the necessary key to the rise of a companionate
marriage and to the peaceful shift of the role of male friendship in this new sort of
marriage. The merchant w^ould surely be pleased to know just how essential he is to
the success of the play and the society it portrays.
Antonio gives us insight into the male world of Venice through his attitude
towards Bassanio. His connection with the young gentleman is arguably the most
important relationship in the play, challenged only by Bassanio’s newfound
commitment to Portia. Whether due to a deep friendship or a romance,Antonio
feels threatened by the significance of Bassanio’s relationship with a woman. How
we view the relationship affects how we construe Antonio’s motives, but regardless,
the conflict remains one between the sexes for Bassanio’s loyalty. As we follow
Antonio’s actions throughout the play we can see him adjust to the threat he
perceives in Portia; the conclusion is the result of his and Portia’s dogged attempts to
win Bassanio’s faithfulness and outdo each other. Antonio begins as a disheartened,
potentially deserted merchant and finishes as the guarantor of Bassanio’s marriage.
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His search for significance hopes to maintain the social importance of male
friendship within the bond of marriage, and he manages to do so in an extraordinar}^
w^ay. The final balance struck bet^veen men and w^omen is a precarious one,and
arguments might ahvays continue in regards to which character emerges with the
most powder. Ne\’ertheless, it is apparent that in refusing to back down Antonio and
Portia create a new^ fusion of marriage and friendship that is the only w^ay to enable
both of them to maintain significance.
One can easily obser\’e that Antonio cares deeply for Bassanio, perhaps much
more deeply than the young man does for him. The motive of Antonio’s affection is
not definite, but it is also not the focus ofthe play. The first scene begins in the
middle of a conversation, after Bassanio has decided to pursue Portia and has
mentioned it to Antonio, and after Antonio has become dejected. The relationship
between the two men is never seen prior to Bassanio’s interest in Belmont.
Similarly, the final act comes to a close before life in Belmont has truly begun; we do
not know how the characters will behave in their newly established world of
harmony(or discord). The past and the aftermath ofthe present are largely
invisible. All w^e are privy to is the space in between, as each character undergoes
major changes in his or her role with others and with society. Because the play is
titled after Antonio, and we see him only in this state of change,it follows that the
play is especially a study of Antonio’s journey. This movement takes him and his
society from the old w^orld of unchallenged male friendship to a new world which
juggles marriage and male relationships.
The conflict between the patriarchal gender system and the possibility of
companionate marriage appears noticeably through Antonio. At the time ofthe
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play’s WTiting around the turn of the se^^enteenth century,the companionate
Carriage was becoming more acceptable while the patriarchal marriage gained
greater criticism. In the old model,“marriage was not a personal union... it was an
institutional de\ice to ensure the perpetuation of the family and its property”(Stone
613). Portia is well-aware of her status as the property of her father when she gives
“Myself and ^vhat is mine to you and yours” in her speech upon Bassanio’s rightful
choosing of the leaden casket. Laurie Shannon notes that the “sovereignty she seems
to giv^e away ... was only hers in brackets,” while she tended it between its rightful
male owners—her father and her future husband. Shannon also comments on the
“masculinity of Renaissance ideas offriendship,” which leave no room for similar
heterosexual friendships, even in marriage.
Companionate marriage attempted to break these bonds of male friendship
and insert some measure of camaraderie into the marriage bond. The term simply
meant marriage due to the personal choice ofthe couple, rather than oftheir families
(Stone 609). The change gave much more power to the young,the couples
themselves, and threatened the authority of the older generations. However,it also
threatened the dominant position of male relationships by placing added importance
on marriage as a real relationship and not just as a social maneuver. The slow shift
away from the patriarchal model appears to have been motivated in part by the
changing position of women in society,the puritan desire for stable families, and the
rise of individualism (Stone 611-612). Nevertheless, the two models continued to
coexist and compete well into the seventeenth century. This allowed plenty of time
for conflict between the two as society struggled to balance them peacefully.
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Portia, as Bassanio’s equal and a remarkably independent woman,appears to
desire a companionate marriage in which she and Bassanio, not older generations or
male patriarchy, posses their o\vn authority. Antonio, as a man seeking to preserve
his ovsTi importance, fits into the patriarchal system run by male relationships.
Portia and Antonio, as the s\Tnbols of these two models,compete for Bassanio’s
allegiance in the trial scene and Portia ultimately emerges ^^cto^ious by saving
Antonio from martyTdom and gaining Bassanio’s admiration. Instead of becoming
an epic farewell to the noble Antonio,the merchant is rescued by a woman. In
Antonio’s patriarchal system the wife is inferior to the husband, and this model
leaves ample room for the central role of male friendship. However, Portia’s actions
demand recognition and respect and she crowds Antonio out as the more powerful
competitor for Bassanio’s love.
The conflict between these two conceptions of marriage has a historical basis
in Shakespeare’s time as companionate marriage gained popularity and threatened
to skew the hierarchy offriendship and marriage. However,it was still found mostly
in pulpits and surrounded by contradictions arising from a society which was not
ready to fully embrace all of its connotations. It became increasingly popular
especially in the early i6oos, although it caused problems for preachers for whom it
“tended to undercut their own arguments in favor of the maintenance of strict wdfely
subjugation and obedience”(Stone, The Family 325). This is the conflict we see in
the play as the two lovers marry for social as well as emotional reasons and Portia
refuses to be subjugated by either man. The marriage between Portia and Bassanio
captures the awkward historical moment when companionate and patriarchal
marriages intermixed while society(here, Antonio)struggled to catch up. It also
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highlights the anxieties surrounding companionate marriage as Portia takes control
ofthe marriage and decei\ es the Venetians,something patriarchal men fear will
cause imbalance in their social structure. This is just the sort offear Antonio
exhibits.
Perhaps for the first time marriage “demanded a change,” and inevitably the
choices of some men were at odds with,the opinions and wishes of others(Smith,
Masculinity 88). Antonio does not understand a system which might value a
woman’s love over his o^^^l. He is Bassanio’s longtime friend; Portia is a comparable
newcomer. Antonio isn’t malicious and he does not necessarily try to break up the
marriage; he is simply trying to claim his seat as Portia’s superior, and he is
frustrated (and saddened)by the threat of Portia’s unusual strength. Bassanio,
though not quite able to choose Portia over Antonio, at least cannot do the opposite.
He becomes caught between the t^^^o models and consequently his two companions
are left hanging in the balance.
Antonio’s movement neatly follows the major events of the play, as in each
major moment his role(and his understanding ofit) progresses towards its final
significance. In the beginning, we find him at his worst. The first scene opens upon
a thoughtful Antonio as he struggles to comprehend his own strange melancholy and
explain it to two concerned friends, Salerio and Solanio. Just as the audience is left
to wonder about the nature of his discontent, Antonio himself doesn’t seem fully to
understand his feelings. In these introductory moments he seems genuinely baffled
by his own mood,admitting:
In sooth, I know not why I am so sad.
It wearies me,you say it wearies you;
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But ho\v I caught it, found it, or came by it,
What stuff‘tis made of, whereof it is born,
I am to learn;
And such a want-wit sadness makes of me
That I have much ado to know^ myself.(1.1.1-7)
Nothing is being hidden from the audience or from Salerio and Solanio,for Antonio
is quite frank about his confusion. If he were simply trying to hide the true cause of
his sentiment, he w^ould not need to go to such lengths to do so. We discover
momentarily that Bassanio has already told Antonio about his plan to pursue an asyet-unidentified lady, and that he has promised to tell Antonio about his plan on this
day (1.1.119-121). This admission establishes Bassanio’s quest as the likely cause of
Antonio’s worries, but w^e continue to wonder just w^hy the plan affects Antonio as it
does. Above all Antonio’s immediate discontent establishes his personal challenge
for the duration ofthe plot. Just as Bassanio pursues Portia, Portia practices
authority, Jessica and Lorenzo seek refuge, and Shylock hopes for respect, Antonio
has his own quest in which he seeks to right his confusion and establish his proper
place in a new gender hierarchy.
Antonio’s realization of his own discomfort with Bassanio’s plan is the first
step he takes towards finding a new social equilibrium. Antonio makes it clear that
he is not ashamed of his connection to Bassanio, and at no point throughout the play
does he ever appear to be so. His is an inner struggle to let go of a close companion.
He can be compared to a parent, a lover, or a friend, but in any case his melancholy
is understandable and warranted. His uncertainty is so complete that he is
disconnected from his own understanding of himself, as if Bassanio’s decision to
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pursue a wife has onh’just no^v awakened in Antonio some realization ofthe depth
of his connection to the young gentleman. If Antonio had already realized his
feelings for Bassanio, he would not be so flustered at this point. The fact that he is
agitated indicates that he is dealing with an inner crisis as he struggles to orientate
himself in a w'orld in which Bassanio has seemingly chosen another relationship over
his own with Antonio. As the play progresses Antonio appears to become more
comfortable with his position, even manipulating Bassanio’s love in order to
maintain a foothold in his life. At this early point, how^ever, w^e see him at his most
vulnerable stage.
The behavior of his friends underscores the idea that Antonio, despite his
selfishness, is still presented as an exceptional man and one w^orthy of bearing the
play’s title. Joseph Pequigney argues that “Antonio is the referent ofthe title
because, besides being the protagonist to Shylock’s antagonist, he gives and hazards
the most”(190). He values human relationships above all. He is not seeking social
betterment or power or freedom, but simply affection from and significance to
Bassanio (albeit in a very manipulative fashion). Salario and Solanio insist upon
couching Antonio’s melancholy in mercantile terms. Only after this fails do they
suggest that he may be in love. They are much more materialistic than Antonio in
their assumption that mood is always most affected by business. Because they
probably assume that this love is heterosexual,they indicate that they also have
loyalties above those to the opposite sex, which makes Antonio’s expectation of
loyalty from Bassanio all the more rational.
Antonio’s selfishness is not unusual;the only difference is the object which
each party values more than all else. The merchant considers his relationship with
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Bassanio to be more important than relationships with women, while his friends
apparently \’alue money o\ er lo\’e. In a sense Antonio sets a higher standard by at
least conforming(howe\ er de\iously)to the biblical proclamation that “Greater love
hath no man than this, that a man lay do\\Ti his life for his friends”(John 15:13).
This romantic attitude contributes to his demeanor as an almost-tragic hero,
although Portia later spoils his glor>^ by plucking him from death for her own
purposes. Shakespeare’s constant hints as to the motives of Antonio’s bravery begin
with his opening melancholy and continue all the way to his cruel exploitation of
Bassanio’s sense of obligation to him and his intrusion into the marriage ceremony.
These aspects sen^e to offset the noble image of the hero which the mere facts of
Antonio’s actions construct.
In the first conversations between Bassanio and Antonio the merchant takes
his initial step away from distress and towards dynamic involvement in the action.
Antonio aggressively, almost recklessly locks his fate to that of Bassanio by insisting
upon accepting Shylock’s dangerous terms for a loan. Even when Bassanio declares
“You shall not seal to such a bond for me!” Antonio accepts the agreement while
counting solely on the good fortune of his ships(1.2.153). He has decided to risk his
own fate in order to maintain his position ofimportance in Bassanio’s lifesomething that will remain whether he lives or dies by Shylock’s hand.
During the scenes in which Bassanio asks Antonio for a new loan and in which
the bond is agreed upon with Shylock we encounter several examples ofthe loving
language shared by the two men and used especially by Antonio. It is in these scenes
among men in which it becomes apparent that while both men employ the
extravagant language of gentlemen, Bassanio does so out ofsocial obligation while
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Antonio does so out of real attachment. Antonio’s professions oflove and his instant
willingness to help Bassanio before he even knows the terms of his request can be
taken as examples of the depth of his feelings for Bassanio. However, Gratiano
mirrors Antonio’s noble beha\ior in at least t\vo cases, although we know this
character has no special attachment to Antonio or Bassanio. Gratiano’s actions
emphasize the usual superficialit}* of the interactions betvs^een most gentlemen,in
stark contrast to Antonio’s authenticit}^ with Bassanio. At one point, while trying to
cheer Antonio, Gratiano exclaims “I love thee, and ‘tis my love that speaks”(1.1.87).
Clearly, the language of love is not confined here to men and w^omen or even to the
deepest offriendships, but can be used in casual conversation as an expression of
good intentions. In fact, this one phrase spoken between men who are at the very
least dissimilar is a more direct profession oflove than most ofthe words between
any of the heterosexual pairs in the play. Apparently, not only are male relationships
more valuable than those with women—but even relatively distant male connections
deserve as much loving language as much closer ones with women.
What’s more, Gratiano gives us a perfect example ofthe normalcy of Antonio’s
seemingly heroic response to Bassanio. Early on Antonio tells Bassanio to quit
evading him about the loan, assuring him “Then do but say to me what I should do /
That in your knowledge may by me be done,/ And I am prest upon it”(1.1.158-160).
While this seems like a lovely example of Antonio’s attachment, not long afterwards
Gratiano mimics it exactly with Bassanio,saying “I have a suit to you,” to which
Bassanio responds immediately, without further details,“You have obtained it,”
before Gratiano goes on to ask to accompany him to Belmont(2.2.168-169). Antonio
is especially eloquent, but the two cases taken together indicate that his actions are
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not unusual. Male friendships are regularly couched in loving terms, but more often
than not that affection is due to social customs rather than true feelings. This is why
Antonio finds himself in such a conundrum; were he simply paying lip-service to
male manners, Bassanio’s abandonment would not be so difficult. The fact that
Antonio actually confirms his professed attachment to Bassanio causes his
difficulties. Perhaps this explains Solanio’s apparent amazement when he comments
of Antonio’s feelings towards Bassanio: “I think he only loves the world for him”
(2.8.50).
The men in the play seem well-aware of this distinction between the loving
language of gentlemen and the reality that this language is socially, not emotionally,
motivated. Antonio alone seems to deeply feel the attachment he speaks of, and he
does not realize that other men,including Bassanio, are simply speaking as social
mores require. When Bassanio speaks of Antonio, he refers to him as “my bestesteemed acquaintance”(2.2.163). Although he is close to Antonio, he views their
relationship primarily as one of debt;“He is like Cordelia,loving Antonio according
to his bond* and eager to clear that debt “in money and in love”(MacFaul 163; MV
1.1.131). Antonio sees the loan as an opportunity not only to help Bassanio but to
attach himself permanently to the gentleman. Rather than seeing it as a chance to
clear up debts, the merchant sees it as a way to accrue them in his own favor.
MacFaul points out that “Bassanio’s acceptance ofsuch help from his friend ought to
imply that he recognizes(and... reciprocates) Antonio’s love and the obligations it
creates”(162). While Bassanio does ultimately return to try to help Antonio, he still
seems to view his obligation as social more so than emotional. Bassanio is simply
behaving as any gentleman would when he is responsible for the ill fate of another.
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Bassanio ne\ er takes anv initiative to include Antonio in his new life. It is Portia who
invites Antonio to come to Belmont and Antonio himself who enters into the
marriage to pledge Bassanio’s loyalt>\ It is peculiar that in all ofthis, every man
except the central merchant focuses on the economic conditions of both marriage
and male friendship; Antonio alone appears to value relationships beyond even his
wealth. In this sense he is less mercantile even than Bassanio.
The concept of male friendship as seen by Antonio is clearly a complicated
one, and Antonio is an exceptionally sensitive character(when he wants to be).
Bassanio is perhaps more t>T)ical as an Elizabethan youth at the crossroads between
male friendship and female companionship. He does not view his male relationships
with the same love as Antonio, but he still exhibits a tendency to value his male
companions over his wife out of a sense of social entitlement. An innate conflict
arises with Bassanio’s marriage to Portia as he must somehow reconcile the
influence of his male friend with the newfound authority of his wife. Bruce Smith
calls this a “rite of passage from youth to manhood” which all Elizabethan men must
undergo in order to stabilize the gender hierarchy of their lives(Masculinity 89).
The result of this transition might be an allegiance to men or to women,or some
attempt to appease both, but a choice must be made. Smith frames it as a question
for each man to decide,“where do my greater emotional loyalties lie, with other men
or with women”(Homosexual Desire 65). In sending Bassanio to Belmont Antonio
encourages and enables Bassanio’s suit; he is not on a mission to sabotage malefemale love, but rather to maintain his own place ofimportance in the life of his

friend.
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Antonio’s sense of displacement heightens when Bassanio actually leaves for
Belmont and presumabh'stays there for some time, while the merchant’s time limit
on the bond expires. Antonio,though saddened at first by the intrusion of a wife on
his relationship with Bassanio, does not plan to be relegated to second place. He still
expects to remain more important to Bassanio than Portia will be. His fears of Portia
ruining this male dominance become e\ident during the trial scene when he directly
challenges Portia’s importance. Antonio clearly does not expect Portia to lay any
claim to Bassanio that might possibly supersede his own.
The trial scene re\'eals a great deal about how^ the Venetians see their
marriages, and if w'e w^ere to judge Bassanio by his w^ords alone, it would seem quite
clear that his allegiances remain with Antonio and his own gender. When Shylock
refuses to show^ mercy to Antonio, Bassanio claims he w^ould “lose all, ay, sacrifice
them all [his \vife, his life, and the world]/ Here to this devil,to deliver you”
(4.1.284-285). Gratiano immediately follow^s suit by going so far as to wish Nerissa
“were in heaven,so she could / Entreat some power to change this currish Jew”
(4.1.289-290). Just as Portia sets an example for Nerissa to follow, Bassanio
encourages Gratiano to dismiss the importance of his own wife. The fact that these
proclamations are made in court make them even weightier, almost as ifthey are
verdicts decided upon by the two young men in favor oftheir own gender and against
their wives(Smith, Masculinity 88). While at earlier points in the play Bassanio and
Gratiano appear to simply mimic the expected language of male loyalty, in the trial
scene they sound sincere. It takes a brush with death for Antonio, but the younger
men finally recognize and voice the depth oftheir male allegiance when it is most
creditable—in a court of law, using their wives as offerings. In addition to this.
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Bassanio has already declared in the negotiations for the bond that Antonio means
more to him than Portia, arguing that “You shall not seal to such a bond for me!/ I’ll
rather dwell in my necessit> ”(1.3.153). However,the central difference between
Antonio and Bassanio in these examples remains that Antonio is concerned with
emotions and attachment, ^vhile Bassanio is concerned with his male honor and
obligations. Ne\ ertheless, in both cases Portia is forcibly relegated to second place.
Ironically enough, Shylock is the only male character in the course ofthe play
who values marriage o\ er friendship. After Gratiano and Bassanio verbally offer
their wives up for Antonio’s sake,the Jew'scoffs,“These be the Christian husbands. I
have a daughter;/ w ould any of the stock of Barabbas / Had been her husband
rather than a Christian!”(4.1.293-295). Perhaps because he is such a lonely figure,
Shylock is able to recognize the significance of marriage. However, he is no
proponent of equality; his treatment of Jessica makes this clear. Rather, Shylock’s
outburst is against the dominant male society that has caused his ruin; he is speaking
up for male-female relationships but not for women in general. More than anything
else, he is speaking against his enemies.
During the trial scene Antonio is more direct than ever about his own selfworth and his need for Bassanio’s loyalty. He refers to himself as a “tainted wether
of the flock,” the castrated male, and “The weakest kind offruit”(4.1.114-115). Here
he seems to blame himselffor his own failure. However,soon after this he directly
challenges Portia in his thwarted deathbed speech to Bassanio, asking that he “bid
her be judge / Whether Bassanio had not once a love”(4.1.274-275). Nowhere is
Antonio more clear about his desire to hold the primary place ofimportance in
Bassanio’s heart. Here his words are downright cruel, both in insisting that Bassanio
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witness his death and in reiterating Bassanio’s responsibility for the debt. Antonio
wants both Portia and Bassanio to suffer for his sake; he wants eveiy^one to know full
well that he has enabled their union and will pay for it with his life. He also wants to
make it plain that Portia can never love Bassanio as he does. He has made his
journey from confusion to acceptance, deciding to die rather than lose his status as
Bassanio’s greatest love. Portia ruins this dramatic finale by sa\ing Antonio and
placing herself in a similarly heroic position. At last Antonio is forced by Portia to
acquiesce to the necessit>’ of marriage for the sake offriendship.
We ha\ e seen Antonio tra\ el from melancholy to acceptance to aggressive
action, only to be trumped by Portia’s game. It w^ould appear shortly after the trial
that the w^omen hold all of the powder, but Antonio’s quest could not end in such a
humiliated (though sa\'ed!) state. The final act establishes a new balance which
reorients the w^omen through a male \dsion, spinning Portia’s success into a sort of
victory for Bassanio and Antonio. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick studies the male
relationship in Shakespeare’s sonnets as a form of manipulation in which the youth
ofthe poems,comparable to our Bassanio, makes “a particular use of women that is
not... seen as opposing, denying, or detracting from his bond to the speaker,” our
Antonio (35). She view^s the w^omen as a means to strengthen the male relationship
in this context, and Bassanio confirms this(38). Portia is put to a particular “use” as
Bassanio’s vehicle for social mobility and an aristocratic lifestyle. Bassanio remains
faithful to Antonio as a friend throughout the play, and Portia strengthens their
relationship by saving Antonio and proposing that he come to Belmont, presumably
for good. By this logic Portia’s actions serve her husband and Antonio rather than
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herself, a means of viewing the situation by w^hich the men can maintain their sense
of powder.
Of course, Bassanio also puts Antonio to use as his personal banker, which
indicates that Bassanio himself seems at times to confuse the roles of Antonio and
Portia as the representative man and woman in his life. He sometimes pays homage
to each depending upon w hat best suits his own interests. When Bassanio leaves
Venice to w^oo Portia he tells Antonio,in the w^ords of Salerio,“he would make some
speed / of his return”(2.8.37-38), to w^hich Antonio protests. Later, Bassanio
expresses a very similar sentiment w^hen he leaves Belmont, promising to Portia that
he “will make haste; but till I come again / No bed shall e’er be guilty of by stay / Nor
rest be interposer twixt us twain”(3.2.324-326). Bassanio cannot logically promise
to rush back and forth bet^veen Venice and Belmont forever; but he is not opposed to
telling both Portia and Antonio separately that he,like a knight in shining armor,
will return to them. He plays Portia’s and Antonio’s bonds to him against each other
in various situations,for his own purposes but also because he has no choice but to
try to uphold them both.
The conclusion to the play, perhaps like the reality it mimics,is a mess of
loyalties strewn about in a half-hearted attempt at reconciliation between the
genders. Nevertheless, it establishes a new male dominance tempered by some
female authority which allows both Portia and Antonio to remain in positions of
relative power. Probably not at all by coincidence, both Antonio and Bassanio
manage to maintain male relationships while Portia remains more or less trapped in
her femininity. Portia accepts Antonio into Belmont as Beissanio’s friend and
therefore as “the semblance of my soul”(3.4.20). Well aware ofthe threat he poses.
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she allows him to be “bound” in the second marriage ceremony,“My soul upon the
forfeit, that your lord / Will nevermore break faith advisedly”(Fox 193; MF5.1.251253). He is able to promise Bassanio’s fidelity because Antonio alone is the force
which can sway it, as we see when he convinces Bassanio to give up the ring. Here
Antonio is at his happiest, practically married to Bassanio and completely essential
to Bassanio’s relationship with his wife.
Antonio’s mo\ement throughout the play is the movement of male friendship
itselffrom exclusion and doubt to total inclusion in marriage. How^ever,the final
moments of the play ser\ e to reestablish the authority ofthe male-female
relationship over male-male relationships at least in regards to infidelity. By sa\dng
Antonio’s life while in the guise of a man,Portia has ensured his faithfulness to her
as well. The Duke tells Antonio to “gratify this gentleman,/ For in my mind you are
much bound to him”(4.1.404-405). Antonio confirms this obligation by telling
Portia as Balthasar that he and Bassanio “stand indebted over and above / In love
and service to you evermore”(4.1.411-412). Portia is well aware ofthe different
means ofjudging each gender, and she recognizes that she can only gain the loyalty
ofthe men as a man.
During the ring scene, Portia comments to Nerrisa that she expects the men to
swear in their defense that “they did give the rings away to men,” which is exactly
what they do (4.1.16). She understands that in their opinions,to give the rings away
to fellow males is not an act of infidelity because the request of a man logically
supersedes the wishes of a wife. It is only if the rings are given to females that the
husbands believe they deserve to be chastised (for this reason Gratiano doesn’t
believe he deserves to be made a cuckold). Portia then creates a situation in which
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giving the rings to men is finally seen as undesirable; the lawyer and the clerk
become threats who possess the rights to the “my body” and “my husband’s bed,”
according to Portia and echoed by Nerissa (5.1.226). When Portia finishes with
them,she has apparently succeeded in forcing Bassanio and Gratiano to recognize
the importance of the marriage relationship over notjust other women but male
friends as well. For the first time male friendship is compared to infidelity; giving
the rings aw^ay at all, to men or women,is utterly inexcusable. By making this point
to Nerissa before the men actually employ it, Portia show^s the audience that she
understands their perspecth’e, perhaps better than they do themselves. Not only
that, but by cross-dressing to earn their respect and allegiance as a man and an equal
she is able to use their expectations for her own advantage. Portia uses the male
code of honor and male language of gratitude to win the loyalty of her enemy and
therefore to win her own trial.
The result is a tripartite relationship in which Antonio is “married” to both
Portia and Bassanio, fulfilling the male need for friendship using a female to do so.
Bassanio also creates a conclusion in which he is married to Portia but also to her
male persona, Balthasar (Smith, Masculinity 89). When he tells Portia “Sweet
doctor, you shall be my bedfellow./ When I am absent,then lie with my wife” he is
able not only to ensure his wife’s fidelity but to create his own male bedfellow who
can coexist safely with his wife (5.1.284-285). In the end, rather than making a
choice, each man is able to have it both ways.
At last Antonio is able to reconcile his own role with that of Portia, and the
two competitors will essentially attempt to share Bassanio. In order to coexist they
are made “not mutually exclusive but rather mutually dependent”(Danson 39). This
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reconciliation combines the competing models of marriage into a new sjmthesis,

1

I

using the two together to nullify the threat each would pose alone. Portia might
undermine the patriarchal, male system, but Antonio’s presence assures its

1

continued importance. Like\\ise, the fact that Antonio allows and even helps
1

Bassanio to win Portia indicates that he wiW not undermine the companionate
marriage.

I

In the early parts of the play Bassanio appears to choose Portia over Antonio,
causing Antonio’s pain and ultimately his attempts to destabilize the marriage by his
challenge at the trial and his decision to tell Bassanio to give aw^ay the ring. When
Bassanio does so and therefore appears to choose Antonio, or male allegiance in

I

t

general, over Portia, this leads to the confrontation in the fifth act when the men are

I

chastised by their wives. In both cases, Bassanio sides with one gender and is
punished by the other; clearly, all cannot coexist peacefully so long as he must
choose. The finale is therefore brilliant in its ability to keep Bassanio from having to
decide. The fact that it is formalized by marriage and that all involved appear
content contributes to its authenticity and promise. The sharing of power by the
>

proponents of each model ultimately strengthens every bond involved by erasing any
opposition. In the historical reality as well, this was the only way to go on;the

)

incorporation oftwo competing structures into one assures the survival of all, albeit
in a novel form.
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Chapter 3: Class Hierarchy

Gender lo> alties fuel the disagreement over rings, but class-based bonds are
equally influential in the o\ erall scope of the play. We see them in the trial when the
Venetians band together to ruin Shylock, and in this context class is connected with
religious prejudices. In the romantic plot class divisions take center stage as
characters cross group boundaries and in so doing disperse the powder that has
previously belonged only to the aristocracy. In a reflection of Shakespeare’s world
we see a cornered nobility struggle to reorient itself in a world in which the feudal
lifestyle, as King Lear would soon discover, was quickly giving way to an
individualistic, capitalistic society.
Our aristocrat, the last of her kind, stoops to accept a gentleman so poor he
might as well be a member ofthe middle class, and simultaneously uplifts his
benefactor, a real member of that class. However, rather than compromising the
power of the nobility, a hybrid version is created that preserves itself by absorbing
members from a lower class. Portia, in contrast to her father, embodies this new sort
of aristocrat and it is her acceptance of others that allows her to maintain Belmont
and the way of life it represents. In a mirror of the newly formed marriage bond,the
class structure of the play is also reshaped when conflict arises from the competing
expectations of a society that esteems the nobility while also requiring the support of
the lower classes to survive.
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The unique historical moment of the play gives Shakespeare a chance to
reshape class boundaries into a new class dynamic to a remarkable degree. This
chapter focuses on Bassanio’s role in the shifting social classes ofthe time and on
what Portia’s acceptance of him means for them both and for Antonio. The existence
of a revised class bond is evident in Bassanio’s ability to marry an aristocrat; the
attitudes these two characters exhibit shed light on why a newly negotiated class
bond becomes possible and indeed necessary. Bassanio actually becomes an
aristocrat through his marital bond with Portia and through his imitation ofthe
aristocracy. Because he meets the expectations of aristocratic behavior, he is
considered to be one. This fact rev^eals that the bonds of class are entirely abstract;
they are due directly to conformity of social expectations, and the act of imitation
alone can enable a person to (potentially) climb the social ladder. Whether the
aristocracy is completely preserv^ed or ruined (not to mention whether it should be
preserved)is a question that Shakespeare seems hesitant to answer. He focuses
instead on the class dynamics that emerge when the nobility must look to the lowest
in its ranks for new leadership. Their long term success will depend upon whether
they are willing to maintain such adaptability in a quickly changing world.
Social classes at the time of the play’s writing appeared to be uncomfortably
rigid. Nevertheless, the social hierarchy of Elizabethan England was especially
vulnerable to change between closely related classes, enabling members ofthe lower
and middle classes to exchange places and likewise members ofthe middle and
upper classes to mingle. As Louis B. Wright observes,“the lines of distinction, even
in the stratified society of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, were not distinct
and mutually exclusive”(2). Just as the middle class grew rapidly from below, its
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highest echelons fed into the elite. The primary concern ofthe aristocracy was to
identify the sometimes murk\* line between the upper middle class and itself, a task
which grew increasingly difficult as more and more members ofthe middle class
became financially able to imitate the aristocracy. Even attempts to identify their
members by blood were challenged by the ability of newcomers to buy family crests
and claim respectable lineages(Stone 49). For the aristocracy,the social melee
boiled down to one central distinction: “those who were gentlemen and those who
were not”(Stone 49). While this view did not take into account the incredibly
complex system of the time (Stone goes on to identify at least six levels of social
standing), it addressed the main concern ofthe aristocracy themselves, namely
infiltration from its closest social neighbor.
The aristocracy is central to The Merchant of Venice for numerous reasons.
Not only is Portia an aristocrat but Belmont is the symbolic seat ofthe aristocratic
world. Bassanio aspires to become a member ofthe nobility through his marriage to
Portia, and his entourage offollowers eventually seats itself in Belmont. The play
ends in Belmont and the ending suggests that the removal from Venice is a
permanent one. All of these factors combine to underscore the importance ofthe
elite to the world of the play, and for this reason the aforementioned attitudes ofthe
elite towards other social classes are particularly pertinent to a study ofthe social
hierarchy of the play.
Portia occupies the highest position of power, but Bassanio, as her would-be
suitor, performs the most pivotal role. As a potential member ofthe aristocracy,the
question of whether he is “worthy” of Portia in their social context has the most
bearing on the success of the plot. If Bassanio is rejected by Belmont,this has
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serious repercussions for all of the other major characters. Lorenzo and Jessica
would have no fortune and nowhere to escape to; Antonio would be left to Shylock’s
lack of mercy; and Bassanio would slip deeper into debt than ever. To enable a
satisfactory’ conclusion Bassanio must win his suit. For this reason it is easy to see
why he succeeds; the challenge lies in legitimizing him notjust as a gentleman but as
a creditable hero, at least for an Elizabethan audience.
Bassanio is a representative of several historical groups. He is the dream of
the middle class in general, but also the specific problem ofthe poor gentlemen of
the time period. He is slightly abo\^e the middle class by blood but less wealthy than
many of its members(including merchants such as Antonio and even lenders such as
Shylock). Although a middle class audience would likely have identified with
Bassanio because of his desire to leap to the ranks above, hisjump is much less
difficult(and more probable)than a shift directly from the middle class to the
nobility. He occupies the swelling ranks ofthe poor gentlemen who were themselves
slipping towards middle class status during Shakespeare’s era while being overtaken
in rank by wealthier newcomers.
Stone points out that the growth of wealth in the middle class actually
“increased the number ofthe lesser gentry”(ii). Although there is no indication that
Bassanio ovms property as would be expected ofsomeone ofthat class, he at least
lives the lifestyle of a gentleman and is treated as such. The newcomers from the
upper middle class glutted the market for potential members ofthe aristocracy and
made competition among “gentlemen” to establish legitimacy and value even stiffer.
Again according to Stone,“competition reaches its height at the principal bottlenecks
of the social stratification system, where men strive most desperately for position
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and in consequence are most liable to run into debt”(185-186). Bassanio is the
embodiment of this struggle for social survival. In light of this,the ease with which
he makes himself a nobleman is stunning.
Despite his faults, Bassanio still resembles an idealized English gentleman in every
way(even, in a sense, his \vealth). This is why he ultimately succeeds with his suit.
The particular habits Bassanio displays are perfectly matched to the behavior
of the aristocracy of Elizabethan England, and a contemporary audience woidd
surely ha\ e recognized him as the ultimate example of social success. This is what
makes Bassanio particularly intriguing,for though it is easy to find reason to dislike
him, he legitimizes himself in the most justifiable of ways—by being notjust a
gentleman but a recognizably English gentleman. Whether he really is an aristocrat
seems to be a moot point, because his behavior alone appears to validate his claims
in the eyes of the other characters. Even Portia doesn’t act concerned when Bassanio
is forced to reveal his poverty. She too, as the representative aristocrat, accepts him
based solely on his manners. When it becomes obvious that he is a model of
contemporary behavior, we must not only redeem him from his apparent
shortcomings but also accept him as a legitimate social bridge between Belmont and
Venice and between the middle class and the aristocracy. In this way he is a human
bond in his own right.
Among the aristocratic tendencies familiar to Elizabethan audiences would
have been Bassanio’s chronic debt. He readily admits to Antonio “How much I have
disabled mine estate / By something showing a more swelling port / Than my faint
means would grant continuance,” and also of “great debts / Wherein my time,
something too prodigal,/ Hath left me gaged”(1.1.123-125; 128-130). His comment
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that “To you, Antonio / I owe the most” indicates that he is in debt notjust to
Antonio but to others as well (1.1.130-131). He also claims that should his suit fail, he
will “bring your latter hazard back again / And thankfully rest debtor for the first,”
indicating that he has little shame in remaining permanently in debt to Antonio
(1.1.152). Ostensibly his greatest flaw, Bassanio’s monetary habits still reflect his
aristocratic frame of mind. Louis B. Wright explains that “the extravagant nobility
ruined themseh'es with la\ish entertainment while the middle class cultivated the
virtues of thrift”(3). Thrift is for men like Shylock; Bassanio’s beha\ior is in keeping
(however recklessly) with the status to wftich he aspires.
Antonio’s reaction to Bassanio’s plea for help reveals its own significance to
the social dynamics of the time. It would not have been uncommon(and might have
been expected)for an aristocrat to borrow from a merchant. Richard Greaves notes
that an attempt w^as made in 1563 to revise interest laws to meet the “need for loans
by aristocrats, businessmen, and the government”(597). Antonio is not at all
surprised by the request, and no indication is given that the audience should be so.
In fact, Antonio is much less verbose than Bassanio while being much more direct;
he tells him immediately “I pray you, good Bassanio,let me know it” and chastises
Bassanio when he continues to circle the topic (1.1.135).

conversation

Bassanio has all ofthe eloquence, but Antonio is the voice of reason and authority.
He couches the plea in terms of honor,stating that he will help if the request “stand,
as you yourself still do,/ Within the eye of honor”(1.1.136-137). He is certainly not
disturbed by the implied social hierarchy of Bassanio’s request and of his
proposition. Keith Wrightson argues that the social system “with its implications of
oneness and order in a graduated ladder of subordination and reciprocal obligation,
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its reassuring sense of stability and continuity, must have been as familiar... as the
multiplication tables are to a twentieth-century schoolchild”(Barry & Brooks 28).
This sense of obligation is e\ident in Antonio, who while gladly helping Bassanio also
emphasizes his owtl honor. Perhaps this is why the tw^o carry out their conversation
in such delicate language; they both stand to lose something by being too frank. The
gentleman is reliant upon the merchant, and the merchant is beholden to the
gentleman. These bonds enable both to reach new heights in the class structure of
their world.
When Ajitonio informs Bassanio that “Thou know’st that all my fortunes are
at sea;/ Neither ha\^e I money nor commodity / To raise a present sum” he indicates
that Bassanio is already aware that Antonio does not have the money on hand
(1.1177-178). Still, Bassanio must go through Antonio to raise his sum. It is doubtful
that Shylock would have loaned Bassanio the money directly, and also doubtful that
Bassanio would have ever asked. Despite his social rank, Bassanio is economically
powerless. In this context, the aristocrat is doubly reliant on the merchant. Perhaps
a middle class audience would have appreciated being able to witness the spectacular
success of an aristocrat who is grounded so obviously in the sacrifice of a member of
their own class. Because ofthe debt he owes Antonio, Bassanio’s victory also belongs
to the merchant.
Debt is not the only aspect of Bassanio’s character which resembles
aristocratic behavior. Whether or not one was in possession of it, wealth was
something to be flaunted by the gentry and nobility. Conspicuous consumption
“needs to be advertised and the normal medium is the purchase of obtrusively
expensive capital goods”(Stone 185). A man like Bassanio set on upward mobility
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would ha\^e to go to great lengths to present himself as wealthy,something Bassanio
does quite well. He requires “means / To hold a rival place” for Portia’s hand
(1.1.174) and busies himself v\ith “business” before his departure for Belmont
(2.2.196). E\ en clothing has an important role, as dressing “in a manner unbefitting
one’s social status was percei\ ed as a threat to the organic, hierarchical social
structure”(Greaves 501). In 1583 Philip Stubbes voiced exasperation at the
frequency \^^th which members of the lower and middle classes wore the clothing of
the aristocracy:
such a confuse mingle mangle of apparel... that it is verie hard to knowe who
is noble, who is worshipfull, who is a gentleman, who is not;for you shall have
those ... go daylie in silkes, velvets, satens, damasks,taffeties and suchlike,
notwithstanding that they be both base by byrthe, meane by estate & servyle
by calling. This is a great confusion & a general disorder.(sig.C.ir)
Bassanio,though like one ofthe posers Stubbes refers to, is not the worst; though he
is “mean by estate” he is still well-born. This explains why Lancelot could expect to
find “rare new liveries” in the service of Bassanio even before Bassanio orders them
made(2.2.104-105; 110). Lancelot may have heard that Bassanio planned to provide
them,but Lancelot might also assume that any gentleman would offer such visual
indications of his wealth.
One passage in particular tends to portray both Bassanio and Portia as
materialistic. When a messenger visits Portia to tell her of Bassanio’s arrival, the
gentleman is described in glowing terms simply because of“commends and
courteous breath,/ Gifts of rich value” and a “costly” and “mannerly” appearance.
He seems to be accepted based on his facade, even before he arrives. However,
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Bassanio is again pardonable due to his simple adherence to the expectations of his
society. He is beha\ing according to what is expected of the type of person he wants
to be. Wright notes that at the time “good manners soon came to be equated with
good morals”(128). Bassanio’s manners would have then had a much weightier
meaning in terms of his overall character than is immediately clear from the text.
In context, even Bassanio’s idleness works in his favor. He refers to himself as
a “willful youth” who has “lost” what Antonio has given him; he apparently has no
income aside from the generosity of friends and never refers to any sort of work,
trade, or land. Despite the fact that his behavior might have disgusted contemporary
audiences, they still would have recognized him as a typical aristocrat. According to
a passage about noble beha\dor in general, Bassanio is a prime candidate:
An essential prerequisite for membership ... was financial independence,the
capacity to live idly without the necessity of undertaking manual, mechanic,
or even professional tasks. [...] Money was the means of acquiring and
retaining status, but... the acid test was the mode oflife, a concept that
involved many factors. Living on a private income was one,but more
importantly was spending liberally, dressing elegantly, and entertaining
lavishly (Stone 50).
This passage illustrates perfectly why Bassanio belongs in Belmont. He is
financially independent in his lack of work and finances; he is capable ofliving idly;
and he displays all of extravagant social norms of the aristocracy. According to Sir
Thomas Smith, whomever “can live idly and without manual labor and who will bear
the port, charge, and countenance of a gentleman, he shall be called ‘master,’ for that
is the title which men give to esquires and other gentlemen, and shall be taken for a
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gentleman”(Z)e Republica Anglorurn). Again, even by the admission of
Elizabethans, Bassanio is judged to be a true gentleman by his “countenance” alone.
Just as these passages note, money is simply the vehicle towards status. Once
Bassanio has procured the means, he can easily embrace the mode oflife required of
his higher status. Although he is practically(and certainly economically)a member
of the middle class, he is truly able to be an aristocrat.
Not only does Bassanio display the proper behavior of a gentleman, but he
also has the proper background to fit in at Belmont. Before he even arrives he is
referred to as “Cupid” and “Lord Love”(2.9.100-101). According to Margaret
Ranald,“the reason for Portia’s melancholy at the beginning ofthis scene is revealed:
she is in love wdth him, and he is a worthier candidate than his mercantile remarks in
Venice have showm him”(63). While the authenticity ofthe love between Portia and
Bassanio is just as debatable as that between Jessica and Lorenzo,the fact remains
that Portia has already chosen Bassanio and she does,for whatever reason, approve
of him. In addition to this, Nerissa first speaks of him as “a Venetian, a scholar and a
soldier, that came / hither in the company of the Marquess de Montferrat”(1.2.1112). Ranald notes that “Bassanio,then,follows the professions oflearning and arms
... and the fact of his travelling with a nobleman signifies him to be of good birth”
(63). The marriage is also acceptable by the standards ofthe day;“It was generally
appreciated that two or three gentry rolled into one, or an aristocratic coheiress and
a gentleman combined, were the financial equivalent of a baron”(Stone 192).
Although he is a hero of sorts, Bassanio is no middle-class miracle; his background
and his personality clearly identify him as a fitting aspirant to the elite.
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The technicalities of Bassanio’s class (is he as a poor gentleman better than a
rich merchant?) do not deter from the fact that he still embodies the image ofthe
middle class social dream. His position very near to the elite enables him to make
the change without undermining the social order, but his shift is still seen as a sort of
victory of the underdog. Part of Bassanio’s attitude reflects the pride ofthe middle
class and lesser gentr>\ He does not come to Belmont empty-handed. Instead, he
preserves his dignity and arrh es bearing gifts, even at great risk to his friend. It is
important for Bassanio(and his fans in the audience)to believe that he has
something to offer Portia—that in some sense she needs him. Ranald argues that
“Bassanio in Venice is emotionally committed to Belmont, but lacks the cash to get
there, w^hile the lady of Belmont has both the money and the means to satisfy him”
(64). In this sense the tsvo really do complete each other and the bond between them
strengthens both. Portia must fund Bassanio’s lifestyle, but Bassanio,through his
behavior in Venice, indicates that he is committed to the aristocratic dream of
Belmont. As long as Bassanio is willing to act as an aristocrat and treat Belmont as
an aristocratic realm, it can continue to maintain its own social structure and
therefore its elite identity.
Just as Bassanio is a romanticized version ofthe lesser gentlemen ofthe
Elizabethan era, Belmont is presented as a romanticized version ofthe aristocracy of
the time and of London itself. In Belmont the nobility, as embodied by Portia,
remain effortlessly and endlessly rich. Before Bassanio’s arrival Shylock and
Lancelot are nowhere to be seen (nor would either be welcome), and in fact Portia
succeeds in keeping members ofthe lower classes completely out of, or at least
invisible in, Belmont until she turns power over to Bassanio. There is no evidence of
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a merchant trade, or of any sort of economic structure. In contrast, England was
never entirely free of foreigners, poverty, or trade. Belmont is so much like a vision
that signs of e\'er>^day life are largely absent. Instead, it resembles a nostalgic
version of London (and its elite) that Shakespeare and his contemporaries might
have dreamed of in their o\\ti conflicted time.
Although Belmont is impossibly self-sufficient, is not meant to be practical.
Dreams are never seen in terms of their potential shortcomings,but only as
promises. This is where Bassanio is most useful. He is a gentleman who is unable to
succeed in the modernizing world of Venice. His class alone cannot enable him to
live the life of luxury he desires, but he is confident that should he rise to the level of
an aristocrat, he will be able to afford his excessive tastes(without having to put any
work into it). The Belmont we see is the one he and the classes below him dream of.
Belmont’s surreal atmosphere ultimately detracts from its credibility while
adding to its allure in comparison to Venice and to Shakespeare’s London. In
Elizabethan England,the nobility encompassed only the top i% ofthe population,
with less wealthy gentlemen such as Bassanio making up the next i%,and everyone
else below them (Singman 13). Even more troubling is the fact that poverty was
growing rapidly at the time to include a large section ofthe people, and “By 1595 the
lord mayor calculated that 4,132 householders alone needed assistance; possibly 10%
of the population ofthe city were paupers”(Greaves 547). The majority of
Londoners would have had real reason to envy and desire the idyllic plenty of
Belmont. The finale indicates that the possibility of Belmont as reality(and
therefore as a goal for the lower classes) was fading away at Shakespeare’s time. In a
few more years “feudal living” as exemplified by Belmont was gone:
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After about 1620, howe\ er, the tide began to turn. The tradition offeudal
living in the country was by then virtually at an end, and the number of
ser\^ants in a great house was very much less than it had been sixty years
before.(Stone 187-188)
Perhaps the ultimate juxtaposition of Belmont and Venice occurs in this
observation by Wright, who points out that “With the gradual decline of Venice and
Genoa and the fall of Antwerp in 1585, London became the economic capital of
Europe, a banking center, the seat of merchant princes, a distributing point for
foreign and domestic goods”(10-11). If fact resembles fiction, Belmont is on a path
to become a new Venice. Not only is Portia’s way of life in jeopardy but so is that of
Bassanio and the social dream he represents.
Portia’s attitude towards her situation reveals the importance of her
context (literally, Belmont)to her identity. Her class may be vanishing, but it is not
so far gone that Belmont’s dreamlike atmosphere is ruined. As long as people are
willing to subscribe to the “myth” of the power ofthe aristocracy the aristocracy will
continue to survive. This relationship is symbolized in the play by Belmont’s mythic
quality; like the aristocracy ofthe time,it is impractical and stagnant, and yet for
those who choose to emigrate from Venice, it is a heavenly world. Portia is acutely
aware that her power resides in Belmont. She rescues Antonio in Venice while under
a different guise, and then quickly returns. She never appears outside of Belmont as
an aristocrat. Her power is over those who acknowledge her as the lady of Belmont
and ultimately its owner, but she avoids characters who might not recognize her
authority.
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Perhaps this is part of why Portia dislikes all of her foreign suitors. If any of
them were to win her and remove her from Belmont,she would be only the wife of a
foreign prince, no longer the lady of Belmont. Like the English aristocracy who
clung to their land, estates, and names when they had lost all else, Portia knows that
her powder is dependent upon her context. If taken aw^ay from her position of
authority in Belmont,she would no longer be herself. Just as Bassanio’s imitation of
the aristocracy can allow him to enter it, Portia’s removal from her aristocratic
context would remove her from it. She is bound to her class only by her context.
While at times Portia’s fate seems dire in light ofthe historical fading ofthe
aristocracy, there is plenty of e\ddence to suggest that she maintains control and
power throughout the play. Despite the economic threat ofthe middle class,the
aristocracy still dictated the lifestyles ofthe lower classes in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. According to Singman,“the privileges of gentle birth
persisted. The gentlemen of Elizabethan England still dominated the government
and society, and they were the effective owners of most ofthe land”(12). In contrast.
The Venetians who follow Bassanio to Venice are parasites of sorts, similar to those
of the same period described by Wright: “The gentry of England, who crowded to
London to shine in the glory of the court, were followed by an army oftradesmen,
great and small, who lived on the needs of the mighty”(11). This,though an
unfavorable view of characters such as Jessica, Lorenzo, Lancelot, and Antonio,is in
keeping with the nature ofthe play in which Portia alone is able to dole out
sustenance.
Portia’s genius lies in her ability to maintain the outward separation of her
own class in Belmont while absorbing new members when necessary. Bassanio
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compliments her perfectly by allowing himselfto be integrated into her world.
According to Wright,“despite the constant flux within the social order,the classes
remained sufficiently independent of each other to be roughly distinguished, and
preachers and lay wTiters constantly emphasized the necessity ofthe system of social
degree”(3). Portia realizes that the “constant flux” is necessary for her own survival,
but she still maintains the legitimacy of the system itself.
Bassanio’s courtship of Portia is full of hints as to the conundrum faced by the
aristocracy. He is the only Venetian to try for her hand,and one wonders why this is
so; quite possibly there are no longer any affluent aristocrats left in Venice. The rich
citizens would have been businessmen, and members ofthe upper class who had not
stooped to business would have been just as destitute as Bassanio. Here we can see
the conflict of the time as the tw^o systems struggle to find balance and establish a
suitable new hierarchy. When Portia seeks someone who is rich and of an equal
class, she is unable to find anyone. They no longer seem to exist in Venice’s
economic structure. Only truly prosperous foreigners and a posing Venetian are
worthy of attempting the suit. Bassanio saves the day with Shylock’s help, but one
wonders if any Venetian would have met Portia’s requirements had he not slid under
the wire.
Portia is probably well aware of this dearth of suitable candidates, and
perhaps this makes her more amenable to the memory of Bassanio, which had
apparently not surfaced since his visit. By accepting him,she as an aristocrat must be
willing to change the old definition of what constitutes the aristocracy(upper class,
blue blood, wealthy)in order to legitimize Bassanio as the rightful head of Belmont.
She does so simply by ignoring what sets him apart and accepting his friends into
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Belmont. This, like the Christian acceptance of Jessica, medntains the peace by
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altering the established set of expectations(of social stratification)to include
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necessary new members as long as they also act as they should in their new settings.
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As seen in the example of Bassanio,the difference between the old
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aristocracy, including Portia’s father, and the new aristocracy embodied by Portia is
stark. Stone suggests that the aristocracy lost so much power in the early i6oos
partially due to the “obstinate stranglehold maintained by a deca}dng feudal
aristocracy” (lo). Portia’s father certainly exhibits a sort of desperate grip on his
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estate through his daughter, and one wonders whether he would have approved of
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Bassanio at all. He almost certainly would not have liked the transfer ofso many
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Venetians to Belmont, but in this case Portia’s attitude towards the newcomers is
indicative of why her new type of aristocrat has the potential to outlast that of her
father. In her ability to absorb Venetians into Belmont she ensures that at least for a
while, the aristocracy can live on. Stone affirms this strength of the nobility:
■ 1

The measure of the resilience of a class structure is its ability to absorb new
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families ... and convert them to the values and ways oflife ofthe social group
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(...) That a ‘middle-class culture’... and merchants grew up in Elizabethan
I.I

England cannot be doubted, but the dominant value system remained that of

)
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the landed gentleman.(39)
/

He goes on to point out that “In fact as late as 1870 England was basically
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aristocratic in tone,taking its moral standards, its hierarchy of social values, and its
I

political system from the landed classes”(210). Clearly the future of Belmont is
threatened by infiltration of new social and economic systems, but Portia preserves it
as best she can by absorbing immigrants who are willing to buy into the aristocratic
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philosophy of Belmont. Those who are not so willing, most notably Shylock, are not
welcome. Bassanio \\ill remain loyal to the structure because he has reached its
summit; Antonio, Lorenzo, and Jessica are all indebted to Portia and therefore
obliged to obey her hierarchy. What remains to be seen after the curtain falls is
whether these characters and potential newcomers will continue to acknowledge the
dominant power structure; but for now, Portia has succeeded in maintaining the
power of the aristocracy.
In a play that devotes a great deal of attention to Bassanio’s suit in Belmont
and to Portia herself, one might easily forget that Antonio is the namesake ofthe
drama. Of all of the major characters, Antonio is the one who is best prepared to
succeed in a capitalistic world. He retreats into the background behind louder
voices, but a look at the rising power of the capitalistic merchant class at the time
reiterates why Antonio must remain a central figure. Although Antonio is presented
as a gentleman, he is also a merchant, an occupation typically reserved for the
middle class. At the time the middle class stood to gain in power what the
aristocracy stood to lose. Some “political changes favored the growth ofthe middle
class in England,” and even Queen Elizabeth had a great-grandfather who was a
London merchant(Wright 5). Merchants were an integral part ofthe capitalistic
system, which contributed both to their wealth and to their status. Wright goes so
far as to credit them with “The materialistic dye which so deeply colors modern life...
brewed in the cauldron of Elizabethan business by tradesmen who believed that
money and possessions were the proof of success”(3). Antonio, as a member of this
group, was dually responsible for the economic growth of Venice and for the fluidity
of social hierarchy in Belmont.
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One of the more puzzling aspects of The Merchant of Venice is that it is
Bassanio, not Antonio, who tries to \\in Portia. Why did Shakespeare choose to have
the gentleman, not the merchant, make the journey to Belmont for the heiress? The
categories of poor gentleman and rich merchant were in stiff competition at the time
for the position just below the nobility and most able to vault into its ranks. Wright
even mentions that a t>^ical insult from a merchant might mean calling the offender
a “gentleman,” and \ice versa (20). Stone calls the merchant group “the most fluid
and transitory of classes, if indeed they can be called a class at all”(51). Merchants
had the most upward social potential, as “The highest caste was eternally being
recruited from the ranks of the rich merchants” and “it became increasingly easy for
tradesmen to cross the line into the ranks ofthe gentry”(Wright 2,5). Nevertheless,
it is Bassanio who bridges the gap to the aristocracy in this example.
This conflict is evident in the play in a twisted fashion, as the aristocrat and
the merchant vie for the poor gentleman. However, while Antonio is clearly
Bassanio’s economic superior, Bassanio’s blood and lifestyle ultimately makes him
more able than Antonio to act as the romantic hero: “Active personal occupation in a
trade or profession was generally thought to be humiliating. The man of business
was inferior to the gentleman of leisure”(Stone 40). Perhaps the most important
reason why the merchant could not be the suitor is that in order to win a place
among the aristocracy, a recruit needed “willingness to adopt the way oflife and the
system of values which prevailed among the landed classes”(Stone 50). As a
member of Venice’s thriving business scene, Antonio prescribes to an entirely
different social and economic system than that which exists in Belmont, and he
might not be willing to let it go in order to embrace the secluded life ofthe elite.
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Another reason why Shakespeare chooses to have the gentleman, not the
merchant,\de for Portia stems from Antonio’s aforementioned independence. Portia
doesn’t need Antonio’s money (or, presumably,the money that Bassanio pretends to
have). She has no reason to marry a man who is economically superior to herself,
and there are apparently no available men who are superior to her socially. Her goal
in marriage is not to improve herself but to maintain her current position, and in
order to accomplish this it is in her best interests to marry someone over whom she
can exercise authority. Antonio can thrive with or without Portia’s help; Bassanio,
on the other hand,cannot survive without her. Bassanio is on the brink of ruin from
the beginning of the play, and Portia ser\^es as a savior notjust for his finances and
his social position but even for the life of his friend. Portia knows that she is the
owner of Belmont and the ultimate prize in the courtship competition; by choosing
the only man who truly needs her, she is able to remain in the position of power. The
poor gentleman, in this case, will owe much more to the aristocrat than the selfsufficient merchant ever could. When Shakespeare presents us with an Antonio who
loves Bassanio and is uninterested in Portia, he underscores the point that Antonio
simply doesn’t need Portia. A middle class viewer might assume that Bassanio is
living out a dream of social mobility, but it is Antonio who represents the
independence and pride ofthe middle class itself.
Antonio is by no means the loser in the plot, and in fact he emerges victorious
not just in his independence but also through the marriage of his friend. By choosing
Bassanio to woo Portia, Shakespeare still gives Antonio the chance to ‘win’ her by
proxy. Wright points out that “The acquisitive habits ofthe middle class ... soon
brought much aristocratic property into their possession”(20). While Bassanio is
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certainly acquisith e in his o\mi right, Antonio also “acquires” Portia just as she does
him in the final marriage scene. Antonio is presented with a life at Belmont
presumably far superior to that which he lives in Venice, and he is able against
seemingly impossible odds to insert himself into the marriage of Bassanio and
Portia. Even if his moti\ es ha\^e nothing to do with money or love for Portia, he
essentially ties himself not just to Bassanio but to Belmont and Portia’s wealth. Of all
of the characters, the merchant seems to have won the most in Bassanio’s gamble for
Portia. Perhaps this explains why he claims the title ofthe play even in the midst of
such a strong group of characters.
The renegotiated marriage is therefore also a class bond that incorporates the
aristocracy, the gentlemanly class, and the merchant or middle class into a cohesive,
peaceful group. The new tie connects the social system from top to bottom
(excepting Shylock,though he is essential to Bassanio’s success). It erases the
potential conflict of the classes through inclusion while still maintaining the power of
the established class hierarchy by continuing to underscore the dominance ofthe
aristocracy. What really matters in the balance ofthe social classes is not that they
are allowed to—and must—mingle and support one another, but that they are able to
do so while preserving the outward appearance of a cleiss hierarchy.
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Chapter 4: Nation, Family, and Religious Cultures

In a 2009 mo\ie re\1ew, a critic lavished praise upon a film as a “drama that
connects to an audience because it taps, in a bold and immediate way,into the fears
and anxieties of our time. He went on to describe it as a “comedy in which the
dialogue pings with stylish wit and ver\^e; a film that keeps surprising us because its
characters keep surprising themselves”(Gleiberman 1). Predictably,the film went
on to meet with popular and critical success. These words suggest why The
Merchant of Venice has met with the same sort of success, albeit on a much greater
scale, since its first performance near the turn ofthe seventeenth century.
Arguably more than any other Shakespearean work.Merchant continues to
force attention to our most unsettling fears. The play questions the true nature of
religious and cultural identity. When we witness Shylock’s conversion, we wonder
about the fluidity of the concept of religion notjust for him but for mankind. As we
watch Jessica abandon her father we recognize that even family is no guarantee of
loyalty. When she converts to Christianity, it appears that cultural identity and
religion are also flexible concepts to be used,ignored, or overcome, depending upon
the situation. Also between the two conversions we see a double standard: the
woman is judged publicly by her religion, the man more so by his nationality,though
privately Jessica is feared more for her blood and Shylock for his religion.
Paradoxically, each Jew is judged not by what is most threatening about him or her.
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but by what seems least threatening, perhaps as a sort of defense mechanism put in
place by those who fear them.
I
Race in the context of this play refers to nationality or culture rather than an
ethnic definition; because of this Shylock and Jessica are confined by their culture
rather than by clearly marked appearances. This lack of an overt appearance of
otherness is what enables Jessica to become a Christian and also what allows Portia
to mistake Shylock for Antonio. In this sense the invisible marker of cultural or
religious difference works both for and against the Christians—when they wish to
adopt a Jewess it helps, but when they wish to estrange a Jew it becomes a hindrance
that ultimately makes Shylock even more ominous to the Venetians.
In light of these problems,the play forces us to ask ourselves: if we know
these concepts are so convoluted, why do they matter so much? Why have so many
suffered, been persecuted, been killed, and been ruined for the sake of religion and
culture? What have they really suffered for? In this play,the concepts we idealize
are disloyal to themselves; religion, culture, and family as we dream of are nowhere
to be found within The Merchant of Venice. Instead we see them only as their own
shells, sometimes venerated and sometimes damned,but never stable. So why do we
insist, like the characters in the play, on keeping up illusions? Shakespeare doesn’t
give a clear answer; he simply presents the problem. Possibly the root lies in a need
to construe ourselves as superior—to whatever is deemed “wrong” by a society as
well as to others. We can act wrongfully,immorally, and even cruelly, but we must
call these things something else in order to preserve the integrity of our consciences.
It would be a mistake to assume that because deep cultural bonds are used
opportunistically by the characters, they are entirely false or useless in reality. I do
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not believe that Shakespeare meant to portray these bonds as superficial. He painted
them at their worst, which is frequently how they are. It is surely no accident that no
consistently pious or loyal characters present themselves in the play; in reality, such
people are similarly rare. It isn’t that religion cannot be heartfelt or meaningful,but
rather that it frequently isn’t, and that it can be grossly misused without any
repercussions. Similarly, we know that cultural and family ties are real; we know
that Jessica’s blood could not possibly be the opposite of Shylock’s, no matter how
her temperament differs. Ne\^ertheless, people obsess over distancing themselves
from these ties as if to somehow erase them,just as Jessica attempts to do.
This play highlights the true state of a society in which the masses can commit
gross travesties of their supposed beliefs without notice. Religion is not directly to
blame here; a society which espouses religion while acting contrary to its core is the
issue. The same goes for the idealization of race and patrimony. R. Chris Hassel, Jr.
went so far as to argue that the play shows that “Imperfection is not monstrous
within such a vision, but universal. Its exposure is therapeutic rather than merely
punitive. And it is forgiven”(Batson 104). Hassel is correct in that Shakespeare
portrays imperfection as universal; however,the problem arises when we ask
whether imperfection is ever actually acknowledged or forgiven during the course of
the play.
The behavior of the characters begs the question: if these concepts are only
illusions, do the characters know or care? Do they prefer to use these bonds
opportunistically, or do they simply fail to live up to their own ideals? Lastly, what
do religion, culture, and family actually mean to the characters? David Bevington
observes: “Perhaps no Shakespeare play raises more painful issues today for us to
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think hard about than The Merchant of Venice*'(185). By presenting us with what
the aforementioned film critic later called “the fears and anxieties of our time,”
Shakespeare gi\ es us the opportunity to find not a solution to our fears but the root
of them, which is arguably the more useful piece ofinformation.
We begin with a broad look at the patrimonial and racial ties in the play. This
includes an examination of the cultural and familial undertones of Jessica’s flight
and of Portia’s and Lancelot’s nationalistic perspectives. The subsequent section
focuses on the role of religion, particularly in regards to the conversions of Shylock
and Jessica. The final discussion explores the sjnnbolic and broad meaning ofthe
two conversions for Shakespeare’s contemporaries and for us. The topics are
intertwined to such a degree that much of what is relevant to one section is also
essential to another, so any overlap underscores the connections between the issues.
There are three central familial bonds in The Merchant of Venice, and each
relates fathers to their respective children. While their situations differ vastly, all
three children exhibit some of the same attitudes and actions towards their fathers.
In a word,they each rebel; Jessica runs away from her father, Portia complains
about and mocks her father’s dying wish, and Lancelot manipulates his own father in
an unkind fashion. All of the characters challenge or at least desire to challenge the
wishes of their fathers. This seems surprising, given the patriarchal society ofthe
Venetian setting and of Shakespeare’s England. What is also notable about the
actions of these characters, particularly the daughters,is how their rebellions are
viewed by others. Jessica’s escape is obvious to all, and Portia’s yearning to subvert
her father seems to include her servants and Bassanio, while in neither case does
anyone side with the rights of the father. One reasonable conclusion based on the
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attitudes surrounding Jessica and Portia is that not only can daughters escape the
walls of their fathers but no one except the fathers seems to mind. Shylock’s feeir of
losing Jessica is palpable, and w^hile vve never meet Portia’s father,the excessive
lengths to w hich he goes to maintain control over her after his own death indicate
that he too w^as terrified of losing his daughter’s submission.
The repercussions of this disregard for patrimony are racial(in the existing
nationalistic sense)in tone and create most ofthe cultural conflicts in the play. This
isn’t to say that prejudice isn’t evident throughout the play regardless ofthe actions
of Portia, Jessica, and Lancelot, but that their choices (particularly Jessica’s)
highlight and fuel the cultural conflicts that already exist. Lisa Lamport points out
how each of these rebellions relates to culturall fears:
the ultimate threat therefore seems [to be] potential miscegenation, a
diversion of bloodline and pure identity through ‘mixed-race’ children who
inherit an essence from their alien parent that cannot be stripped away. This
possibility is underscored in the play through the courtships of both Morocco
and Portia and Lorenzo and Jessica and through Launcelot’s liaison with the
Moor.(158)
Any strong ties between family members are nonexistent here. The “blood
bonds” fathers supposedly hold over their offspring, while comforting, are not
practical. Lamport goes on to argue that the play “depicts female desires—Portia’s,
Nerissa’s, Jessica’s, and the Moor’s—as having a direct effect on both patrimony and
its dispersal; the women contrive to marry according to their own desires”(159)*
Perhaps Shakespeare meant to portray a world,similar to his own,in which
patriarchy was fading in everything but name.
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More than any other patriarchal bond in the play, Jessica’s relationship with
Shylock is especially dangerous. Her decision to rebel against her father carries a
racial threat that is not found in the other patriarchal relationships. According to
Ragussis,
The real object of this battle is the propagation and extinction of different,
even warring, religions and races, in which the survival of a minority
population is threatened through the daughter’s conversion or, what amounts
to the same thing, her intermarriage. The relationship ... between father and
daughter ... [as]the threat of racial extinction is represented through the
pairing of a widowed father, without further means of procreating his race,
and his sole offspring, a daughter in danger of becoming(through conversion
or intermarriage) a tool in the procreation of... race. (136-137)
In contrast, Lancelot, as a lower-class servant, is free to dally with a Moor and earn
for it little more than chastisement from Lorenzo. His child would have little status
to lose, and his or her mixed-race identity would not pollute any proud bloodline.
More likely than not the child would never be acknowledged £is a member ofthe
Christian community because of the insignificance of his or her status. Meanwhile,
Portia’s marriage to Morocco would be unthinkable because ofthe sheer heights of
her status. Her rebellion against her father is relatively harmless; most likely he
would have chosen Bassanio and shunned her foreign suitors just as she does.
Lorenzo falls somewhere in between; his marriage to Jessica makes the Christians
uncomfortable, but it is not downright disallowed. Therefore Jessica’s decision to
run away with him is a direct challenge to the Jewish and the Christian communities,
and potentially harmful to both.
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Ragussis, wTiting of other famous Jewish women in literature, notes of
Ivanhoe and The Vale ofCedars: “Rebecca tells Rowena,‘I may not cheinge the faith
of my fathers like a garment unsuited to the climate in which I seek to dwell,’ and
Marie tells Isabella,‘My creed ... is no garment we may wear and cast of at pleasure
(145). Jessica seems to ha\^e no such qualms about shedding the faith of her father.
In her own view,she is completely able to remove herselffrom the Jewish faith—in
fact, she doesn’t seem concerned with faith at all. She is much more concerned with
how to distance herself from her father’s blood than from his “manners.” In the final
act we see a glimmer that Jessica may not be able to completely separate herself
from her father and from her culture, but as we shall explore later, her attempt to do
so is the catalyst that drfres much of the tension in the play. For now it is most
beneficial to set her aside, having established that it is her disregard for the supposed
authority of the patrimonial system which spurs her flight and its aftermath.
The plot in Belmont is driven in a similar way by Portia’s desire to rebel.
However,the aristocrat’s independence is much more covert than that of Jessica.
We meet her in the second scene, during which she converses with Nerissa about her
father’s marriage plot. At first Portia plays the part ofthe reluctantly dutiful
daughter,lamenting:“Oh, me,the word ‘choose’! I may neither choose who I would
nor refuse who I dislike; so is the will of a living daughter curbed by the will of a dead
father. Is it not hard, Nerissa, that I cannot choose one nor refuse none?”(1.2.2226). Even Portia’s complaint serves to highlight her reverence for her father’s wishes,
as if she is reminding us at every opportunity that she is willing to obey him even
against her own desires. In a society in which daughters were inextricably tied to the
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honor of their fathers, and the dishonor of a daughter would reflect back directly on
the identity of the father, this sort of obedient attitude would have been essential.
Howe\^er, though Portia displays the proper attitude and reminds each suitor
of her helplessness, she does not hesitate to condemn each as unworthy and later to
assist Bassanio in his choice. Immediately following her appeal for pity from
Nerissa, Portia goes on to express her total distaste for six suitors, all of whom
conveniently decide not to risk the casket scheme for Portia or her wealth. At one
point she claims “1 will do an>i:hing, Nerissa, ere I will be married to a sponge”(9697). Here she show^s that despite her supposed lack of power,she will actually do
anything to avoid a suitor she dislikes. Her words are sometimesjokingly used—
when Nerissa reminds her that she will have to accept even the dnmken German if
he chooses the correct casket,she threatens to “place a deep glass of Rhenish wine on
the contrary casket” to sway his judgement(94-95). Like Jessica,she is not at all
reverential to her father, but unlike Jessica, she remains at least publicly loyal to his
wishes. Perhaps this is why Portia’s rebellion is so successful.
It would be easy to belittle Portia for her disrespect, but a more productive
and realistic perspective would note that her independence is not evil or even
unexpected. What daughter,left to such a conundrum,would not do whatever she
could to ensure a bearable future for herself? When Portia has a servant sing a
suggestive rhyme while Bassanio chooses a casket,she makes it clear to all present
that she is helping him along. Bassanio seems destined for success—he even has ties
to her father as an acquaintance from her “father’s time” who had previously visited
Belmont(1.2.110). The odds are certainly stacked high in his favor from the moment
Portia hears of his coming and exclaims “I long to see / Quick Cupid’s post that
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comes so mannerly”(2.9.99-100). However, despite the evidence that she essentially
chooses her own husband, Portia still doesn’t do away with the casket scene
altogether. To do so would be to establish herself as an openly independent
woman—perhaps too independent. By aligning herself with the casket ploy,she is
able to sooth any male anxieties about her potential obedience(or more importantly,
disobedience) as a daughter and therefore as a wife.
Portia’s beha\ior is relevant not just to the problem of patrimony,but by
extension to that of nationalit>\ While the issue appears most obviously in the
Christians’ treatment of Jessica, Portia utters some ofthe most prejudiced phrases
found in the play. While she is not usually the one to torment Shylock and Jessica in
this regard, she seems to approve of every slight. Her words and attitude are
indicative of the cultural prejudices ofthe English. Through Portia’s treatment of
her suitors we can see her selective attitude most clearly, as she finds reasons to
reject every man who is not an Italian. Portia’s carefully groomed outward
perfection and her barely-hidden discrimination exist at odds with one another,but
she emerges victorious nonetheless—apparently unfazed by her own dishonesty,
possibly because that contradiction is inherent to her and to her society.
The marriage “choice” is based largely on the nationalities ofthe available
suitors. It seems imperative that the noblewoman marry an Italian, and one who
strongly resembles an English gentleman from Shakespeare’s era. As far as we know
Bassanio is the only Venetian (and Italian for that matter)to try for her hand.
Character, supposedly a mark of true nobility, matters not at all. Ofthe Prince of
Morocco Portia comments to Nerissa “If he have the condition of a saint and the
complexion of a devil, I had rather he should shrive me than wdve me”(1.2.127-129)
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and later “Let all of his complexion choose me so”(2.7.79). Apparently, no
combination of good character could overcome Morocco’s foreignness. Portia is
eager to find reasons in each of her suitors to avoid all foreigners. Nevertheless,to
Morocco’s face she assures him that “Yourself, renowned prince,then stood as fair /
As any comer 1 ha\ e looked on yet”(2.1.20-21). Why the illusion offairness? Why
not openly acknowledge the superiority felt notjust by herself but by her society? It
is not unexpected; the Prince seems to anticipate prejudice against him and
immediately asks Portia to “Mislike me not for my complexion,” meaning that his
complexion indicates clearly that he hails from another country and culture (2.1.1).
Of course, what better vs^ay is there for a society to preserve its own power structure
than to perpetuate the idea that “otherness” is undesirable? This cultural fear,like
the bonds of marriage, and male friendship, is a barrier to change.
This style of double talk towards strangers is similar to the words of Elizabeth
I in two royal proclamations from 1559, dated barely a week apart. In the first, the
queen promises the follo\ving: “For this is her highness’ determination,that no
partial favor be showed to English or stranger, but that every ofthem shall live in the
safety and protection of her laws”(Hughes & Larkin 134). The second proclamation
prohibited the sale of ships to “any manner of person, either born or resident out of
her highness’ dominions” due to a timber shortage. In the space of a mere ten days
the queen promised equality to foreigners and then blatantly restricted their
economic freedoms, apparently without any fallout. Much like any politician(and
Portia is certainly a skilled one), Elizabeth was not expected to live up to her every
assurance, but rather to preserve the ruling system of order—even if this meant
protecting peace with illusions of equality. Therefore once again it would be a
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mistake to blame Portia alone for her injustice—she is the representative
noblewoman, a reflection of a social truth rather than a singular flawed character.
It would ha\*e been interesting if Shakespeare had given Portia a Jewish
suitor, but although he does not do so directly, it is safe to assume that her treatment
of her foreign suitors and Morocco in particular show how any stranger,Jew or
otherwise, would ha\ e been treated in such a situation. As Daniel Vitkus argues in
Turning Turk,
“Shylock is the internal alien in Venice, a necessary part ofthe financial
system, while the prince of Morocco,a ‘tawny Moor,’is an external alien who
embodies the military prowess and imperial success of Islam [...] Despite the
differences in their occupation and linguistic register, Morocco and Shylock
are both figures of alterity defined against European, Christian identity [...]
the humiliation of Shylock is closely paralleled by that of Morocco.(191)
The connections between what is said of and done to Morocco and Shylock
show how constantly the racial tone ofthe play emerges. In both cases Portia,the
character who is most esteemed by the Christian society, deals out injustice along
wdth seemingly fair words.
Her actions also show the discrepancy between the sexes; Lorenzo is free to
marry a Jewish woman,but no man other than a Venetian Christian is worthy of
Portia. This, along with her standoffish treatment of Jessica, may also reflect a
discrepancy between classes. To taint Lorenzo’s not-quite-noble blood would be far
less of a travesty than to marry the blue-blooded Portia to an outsider. Portia’s
attitude highlights the fact that the play is not simply anti-Semitic or about antiSemitism; it is also either racist or about racism in general. The Jew,in
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Shakespeare’s time the ultimate outsider, makes a fitting stranger to embody all
strangers.
Portia is not the onh'representative ofthe racial fears held by the British.
Lancelot is the c1o\nti and the figurative convert ofthe play. His rebellion is much
I

pettier than those of the tsvo women; he simply bullies his father into presenting a
gift meant for Sh\ lock to Bassanio to help him gain favor. However, Lancelot’s
attitude is similarly disrespectful. He toys \^^th blind Old Gobbo,tells him his son
has died, and in a comic scene, insists upon referring to himself as “Master Lancelot”
while his father continues to call him simply “Lancelot.” In contrast, his father calls
Shylock ‘master Jew’ while Lancelot refers to him simply as “Jew,” when not
something worse. Like Jessica, he has “set up my rest to run away,so I will not rest
till / I have run some ground”(2.2.99-100). He is lured by the “rare new liveries”
offered by Bassanio, seemingly an incredibly superficial temptation.
Once again in this third case, a conflict with a father leads to the opportunity
to crack open more of the racial undertones ofthe play. Like Portia, Lancelot
embodies a potential attitude of the English public towards outsiders. Lancelot
stands at the opposite end of the social ladder from Portia, and his cultural and
religious world,though still unbalanced, is similarly distant from hers. While Portia
serves as the lofty aristocrat, he is the most common of commoners,an unsavory but
lovable character who serves the Jewish outcasts of a Christian society. Despite a
tendency to ascribe to the Christian racial views, he at least acknowledges some form
of respect and affection for Shylock and Jessica. His first-person interaction with the
Jews clashes with his stereotypical images of them,and for this reason he is one of
the most conflicted characters we find. As John Gross notes,“Shylock would not
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have held the stage for four hundred years if he were a mere stereotype”(51). Of all
ofthe characters in the play, Lancelot seems most open to the possibility that
Shylock and Jessica, though inferior, are more than just their own stereotypes.
Perhaps his \ie\\point resembles one a commoner of Shakespeare’s time might have
developed, had he come in contact with Jew^s or any other outsiders. His is certainly
a more humanized perspective than that of the faraway Portia.
Lancelot treks from Shylock’s house to Bassanio’s early on in the action,
fearful that “I am a Jew^ if I ser\ e the Jew^ any longer”(2.2.107). However, while
Bassanio welcomes him, Lancelot acknowledges that his “conversion” between
households goes against his conscience and in fact follows the prodding of“the devil
himself’(2.2.24). At some level Lancelot must recognize that Shylock deserves his
loyalty as his employer, hence the fact that his conscience prods him to stay with a
Jew while a devil leads him towards a Christian master. At the same time,though,
he despises Shylock because of the latter’s culture. Like any member of
Shakespeare’s society who might have met a Jew, Lancelot has difficulty synthesizing
his opinion of Shylock as a man(and here an employer) with his opinion of any Jew
as a mythologized, evil figure.
As Sinsheimer notes, the real-life Jews in England were trapped between
numerous stereotypes that superseded any personal knowledge:“As Spaniards they
were suspected of being Philip’s spies, as Catholics unwelcome,as commercial
competitors disliked and as Jews excluded”(46). There is a basis ready on every
grounds to hate Shylock, and yet from eye level Lancelot cannot help but respect him
in some sense. All of the stereotypes Antonio and others hurl at Shylock cannot
supersede the fact that he behaves similarly to the “Christian” characters and seeks
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vengeance in the same wa>’ that they have taught him to: “the villainy you teach me I
will execute” (3.1.67-68). Perhaps Lancelot,though he doesn’t want to admit it,
recognizes this.
This isn’t to say that Lancelot is ever kind to Shylock, and he is hardly better
to Jessica. Just as Sh> lock defies his preconceived notions ofthe typical Jew,Jessica
does not fit with his concept of the Jewess. Lisa Lampert postulates:
Because he cannot fit Jessica into the traditional binarisms that link the
Jewish with the e\il and the ugly in opposition to the Christian, good and
beautiful, Lancelot is at a loss to define Jessica—is she Jewish, or Christian, or
even pagan?(161)
Like any man, he is protecti\ e of his own culture above all else and at the expense of
others. His w^ords to Jessica about her conversion are particularly insightful. When
she argues with him that her marriage has saved her despite her ancestry, he has this
to say:
Truly, the more to blame he! We were
Christians enough before, e’en as many as could well
live one by another. This making of Christians will
raise the price of hogs. If we grow all to be pork eaters,
we shall not shortly have a rasher on the coals for
money.(3 519-24)
Lancelot is joking but still truthful; he embodies the Christians’fear offorced
cultural expansion through integration. An Elizabethan audience had not only
theoretical but very practical reasons to fear intrusion; some had “recently faced
devastating food shortages and had rioted against aliens in their midst”(Lampert
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i62). As a lower-class Venetian, Lancelot is particularly vulnerable to converts and
outsiders. Again according to Lampert,“For Lorenzo, Jessica’s conversion provides
wife and wealth ....benefitting the ruling classes. For members ofthe lower classes,
like Launcelot, the creation of New Christians could mean not an increase in
resources but further scarcit> ”(162). Lancelot is wise enough to recognize that the
Christians ha\ e plent>' of problems ^^^thout dealing with the prospect of new and
possibly insincere members.
Lancelot’s words reflect a deep-seated conflict; on the one hand,he helps
Jessica escape and seems glad to do so; on the other, he resents having to include her
in his own group. He likes the idea of remo^dng her from her place as a Jew,but he
is clearly uncomfortable accepting her into a new place as a Christian. He can see
how unfairly she is treated, but he is not quite ready to treat her with total equality.
Lancelot symbolizes the problem faced by the Christian communities in
Shakespeare’s Venice and his England. They simultaneously strove to separate
outsiders from their ovsm societies while excluding them from meaningfulness in the
i
Christian society, a paradox which left converts unable to truly embrace Christianity
and therefore likely to desert it.
While questions of patrimony and race dominate the inner fears ofthe
characters in The Merchant of Venice,the problem of religious differences remains a
very public one. The racial fears associated with the Jews were frequently couched in
terms of religion, and as in other areas, both Christians and Jews use religion as a
ruse for their more pressing social, economic, and political concerns. Along with the
problem of religion comes the problem of conversion. If Jewishness is a religion,
Shylock’s conversion is not valid; if it is race, Jessica’s cannot be legitimate. The fact
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that both con\*ersions are accepted by the Christians indicates that conversion can
refer to different things at different times—that it is a fluid concept ofits own,not
always related to religion as we know it. This leads to questions ofjust what
conversion, and therefore religion, meant to Shakespeare and his contemporaries
and by what means the>' might ha\ e deemed it logically possible, if at all. Merchant
delves into this conflict, constantly eliciting questions about the true meaning of
faith and con\ ersion among its characters, in Renaissance England,and for
humanity.
First, let us note that the conversions in the play, particularly Shylock’s, have
no valid basis in Biblical Christianity. The Christianity in name employed by the
Venetians is a moniker, and it is impossible to try to judge their actions based on a
Biblical Christian perspective. This is not to say that many prejudices, particularly
racial ones, were not spread by Christian channels throughout Shakespeare’s time
and indeed throughout history. The following excerpt from a discussion published
by William Prynne in 1656 illustrates the sort of vilified, hyperbolized references to
Jews an Elizabethan might have heard frequently in sermons and conversation:
And in all their publick and private Devotions, praying constantly for the
sudden, universal, total, final subversion, extirpation, perishing of Christs
Kingdom, Gospel, and all his Christian Members,which they plot, and
continually expect,such is their implacable transcendent malice.(10)
Obviously, numerous factors besides faith affected the ideology of Christianity
and conversion during the Renaissance. Like many if not the majority of
“Christians” throughout history, the Venetians employed the Christian standard as a
tool wdthout ever prescribing to it in a personal or spiritual sense. The Bible makes it
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clear that in a trul>' Christian society Jew and Gentile should be equal(Galatians
3:26-29, Acts 10:34-35, Matthew 3:9). It also stipulates that conversion is not a
matter of blood and cannot be forced (see Acts 3:19, John 3:3-8,& Joshua 24:15,
among many others). Therefore we can rule out a spiritual explanation ofthe
conversions. The concept of religion in the context ofthis play is a social, not a
spiritual, system.
The play presents us with two distinct types of conversion to Christianity,
each achie\ ed by \ er>' different means. Jessica becomes a Christian by mariying
one, while Shylock is forced to convert to Christianity as part of hisjudgment. As
previously mentioned, Lancelot makes a reverse journey from the service of a Jew to
that of a Christian, marking a sort of symbolic conversion of his own and
underscoring the contemporary fears of reverse conversion away from Christianity.
The discrepancies betw^een how^ these characters shift between two cultural groups
highlight the fluidity of the idea of conversion itself. They also emphasize the fact
that any truly religious component of the conversions is virtually nonexistent. Not
only is it a change not based on spiritual religion, but it is not based on any stable set
of principles applicable to everyone. More than anything else, conversion seems to
entail agreeing with or being forced to conform to the Christian society in whichever
way the individual was previously at odds with it. In this way it is a versatile
neutralizing force for the existing power system.
The problems of the identity of conversion (such as what, exactly, Jessica’s
conversion actually entails) and the inability to prove its occurrence(such as in
Shylock’s case) would not have been a foreign idea in Shakespeare’s time. While
forced conversions were not technically sanctioned in England,Joyce MacDonald
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writes that “threatened conversion was s>Tionymous with Venice long before
Shakespeare wTote”(54). In Shakespeare and the Jews,James Shapiro gives
numerous examples of the fear among Englishmen offalse convertors, or apostates.
Christians belie\ ed that “lurking deep within every earnest Jewish convert to the
Christian faith is an apostate, counterfeit Christian. It was a stigma that could not he
erased”(155). The dominant Christian societ>^ strove to spread its faith, but with
such a goal came the uneasy feeling that by doing so they would change the nature of
that faith—and more importantly, of that societ>\
Michael Neill, as noted by Vitkus, says it w^ell: “One reason why Shylock remains
such a deeply troubling figure at the end of The Merchant is the unspoken possibility
that his forcible con\ ersion (like that of the Jews in sixteenth-centuiy Spain)will
only constitutionalize the \ ery uncertainty it is designed to efface”(272).
It is impossible to blame Christian shallowness here;the fact that the Jews do
not protest their conversions on religious grounds indicates that none one in the
play, Christian or Jew, is really worried about spirituality. Grebanier notes that
Shylock only occasionally “does wrap himself in the cloak of his religion,just as
many a money-hungry Christian will wrap himselfin the folds of Christianity—in
both cases only to serve his own irreligious ends”(179). Jessica and Shylock both
have very different but practical reasons to convert. Shylock literally has no choice
in order to live and presumably to keep half his wealth, he must accept Antonio’s
“request, The conversion itself seems to come almost as an afterthought. It is
provided mostly as an excuse for the judgment; Antonio asks simply “that for this
favor / He presently become a Christian”(4.1.384-385). Notably, Shylock is not
required to make any sort of public profession; the only thing he is asked to do is to
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sign “a deed of gift,” presumably referring to the money he will bestow upon Lorenzo
and Jessica (4.1.392). The conversion is apparently official as soon as Antonio
demands it; Shylock’s "1 am content” seals the deal (4.1.391).
What is the purpose? Not much seems to change. The Christians cannot
force Shylock to abandon his faith, but of course they are not really interested in
doing so. B>’ claiming Christianit\*, he will have to acknowledge the Christians and
their faith as dominant in Venice, and that he is now a subject oftheir ideology.
Presumably, Shylock will be outcast from Jewish society and remain outcast from
the Christians. He will be essentially shunned by both communities, making him the
ultimate outsider. When Antonio submits his request to the Duke,Shylock
understands how^ con\*ersion \viW decimate his future. By claiming his wealth the
Christians remove his past and present successes; by claiming his identity they
ensure that he will have no future options for similar success. His economic options
will suffer because of his social situation, but he may still be able to continue his
business—all to the benefit of Antonio,the Duke,and his son-in-law.
By potentially alienating Shylock from the rest ofthe Jewish community,the
Venetians are able to undermine his ability to function as a businessman. Recall that
his loan to Antonio was supplemented by Tubal’s wealth. Shylock will no longer
have access to such associations. They are removing his voice and his power. At the
same time, they are forcing him to at least nominally accept the presuppositions of
the Christian faith, which would include ascribing to the idea (if not the reality)of
mercy. He undoubtedly will never cease to hate Antonio. The only positive outcome
for the Christians is the opportunity to break an adversary in a show of power and a
staged triumph of their ideology. It is difficult to imagine Shylock ever standing up
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to Antonio in court again. He seems to have accepted his inferior position, making
him a much less worrisome foe—but, despite his conversion,still a foe.
Although the Christians force his transition to their faith,they do not plan to
accept him as an equal. This paradox makes the concept of conversion even hazier.
Shylock is not shifting to a new faith, but neither is he shifting to a new culture. He
is only acknowledging (by force)the dominant power structure. He cannot expect to
be treated as a Christian in the future. Instead, conversion serves only to silence
him. In this sense the concept has only oppressive repercussions for Shylock, as it
probably did for con\ erts \vho found themselves in England betw^een the thirteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
In Jessica’s case, conversion is a much more positive option. By giving herself
to Lorenzo, she is able to raise her social status tremendously,escape from what she
views as an embarrassing father, and lead a life of relative freedom. Conversion is
simply her gateway to better things—and again, religion has nothing to do with it.
The Christians actually hope that Jessica’s conversion is legitimate. From a
literary perspective, Jessica is useful specifically for the contrast she creates with her
father and the opportunity she affords for a Christian victory. According to one
author.
It became customary after Marlowe to invest the Jew with a daughter,a girl
sufficiently good and beautiful to serve as foil to the wicked father. Where the
Jew had all along been an object of hate,the Jewess ... became an object of
lust, who could be stolen from under her father’s nose all the more readily
because her seduction by the Gentile automatically conferred upon her the
patent of salvation.(Rosenberg 34)
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The requirements for con\ ersion of a Jewish woman were radically different
than those for a .Jewish man,and presumably w^hat “w^orked” for Jessica could never
have sufficed for Sh\ lock. These two transitions are grounded in fundamentally
different realms. Sh\iock must gi\ e up his wealth before he can become a Christian;
Jessica takes her father's wealth along as a dowTy of sorts when she elopes with a
Christian. Sh> lock is useful to Antonio only as an economic resource to be exploited.
Jessica, though she brings economic value with her,seems to be desirable because of
her social and cultural status as a young Jewish woman. It seems that the
conversions of these two characters match their opposing circumstances. Because
conversion can be used for so many different purposes and in so many different
ways,the Christians are able to employ it as both a punishment for Shylock and a
reward for Jessica. In both cases, it proves to be a useful tool.
Although a strictly symbolic reading ofthe play would be simplistic, it is
productive to consider w hat separates Shylock from Jessica and what each character
(and therefore each conversion)symbolizes for the play as a whole. If Shylock
represents the persecuted and exploited Jew in England,Jessica mightjust as well
represent the silent one,the hidden Jew or the secretly imconverted Marrano.
Shylock, as a vocal member of the Jewdsh culture(and presumably its religion),
identifies himself for the Christians. Jessica, who retains only her Jewish blood,is
an anonymous and unidentifiable Jew. Adelman argues that her femininity(and
therefore inability to be identified by being uncircumcised)is to blame:
But in fact the play worries the issue of blood more strenuously in her case
than in her father’s, and it does so ... because she lacks that defining mark and
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hence has the potential to infiltrate Christian society—in her own person and
in her children—without being recognized.(70)
It is quite possible that hers is a less overtly threatening but more dangerous
position. Based on the histor>- of the Jews in England,it appears that Shakespeare’s
contemporaries would ha\*e feared the secret Jew symbolized by Jessica much more
than the brazenh' offensi\ e Sh\ lock. While professing Jews were rare,the fear of
unidentified Jews living as Christians in England remained and fed off ofits own
mythological status. With no way to prove or disprove their existence,the Marranos
were a direct threat to the blood,faith, and powder ofthe Christian society, and the
Christians could do nothing but fear such infiltration.
Although Jews were banned from England for the better part offour himdred
years from 1290 to the late 1600s, there is some e\ddence that a few remained in
England at different times during the interim. While Shakespeare probably didn’t
know any professing Jews, he would have heard of a few and almost certainly have
been aware that there were likely more still living in England. A Marrano
community including nearly forty households was discovered in London in 1541* ff
disappeared after the temporary arrest and subsequent exoneration ofits members
(Roth 138). As Roth notes in History ofthe Jews in England,“It was not long before
the infiltration was resumed,for the total exclusion of such furtive refugees was
impossible”(138-139). Soon afterwards membership in the London group had
climbed back up to at least eight households. For a time settlers would likely have
called themselves Protestant refugees, but during Mary’s reign they were forced to
disappear once again, as they could not very well seek refuge in Catholic England as
either Spanish Protestants or Jews of any nation.
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With Elizabeth’s ascension came tremendous economic and population
growth, and the "foreign mercantile settlement in London” increased “prodigiously”
during her reign, from fewer than three thousand aliens living in the city to around
ten thousand Roth (139). The Jewish community grew to at least one hundred
members, including se\ eral men of prominence and businessmen who traded quietly
with Spain during the war for the benefit of London merchants(Roth 140). As usual
(and like the play), the economic usefulness ofthe Jews was paramountto their
permitted existence at an>' gi\ en time. While relatively few ofthe total immigrants
would have been Jews, those who were(and indeed all immigrants to an extent)
would have faced the prospect of incorporation into Elizabethan society, particularly
for younger generations like Jessica’s w^ho w^ere probably born into the foreign
society.
Those w^ho w^ere unwilling to cooperate would,like Shylock, have been easy to
spot and potentially target. These cases w^ere rare but were popularly mythologized.
One man,Joachim Ganz,lived and worked in England as a professing Jew from 1581
until 1598, until he was brought to trial in London and presumably expelled for
“certain incautious words let fall during a discussion with a local clergyman”(Roth
142). The most well-known Jew at the time was Dr. Roderigo Lopez,the physician
accused of attempting to poison the queen, who was ultimately executed in 1594for
his alleged dealings wdth the Spanish government. His long and very public trial may
have helped spark what Roth calls a “miniature anti-Semitic storm,” during which
time Marlowe’s The Jew ofMalta was new and exceedingly popular, and
Shakespeare was supposedly at work on The Merchant of Venice(Roth 144).
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The absence of much public e\idence of the Jews only served to feed the
myths of their cruelt>' and greed. As Sinsheimer put it:
The mental picture which,from the fourteenth century on,in England had
perforce to replace the sight of the Jews in actual life, was mythological.
Gradualh'the>* were stripped of the last shred of reality. A few names of
streets, places or districts, a few other words, were the only remaining
evidence of the historical existence of the Jews, oftheir having once been
there. The rest was popular or poetical fantasy which made ghosts and ghouls
of men.(42)
Just as Lopez and a few other confined cases of“dangerous” Jews rose to a sort of
legendary fame at this time, Shylock has a mythical quality as well. There were not
supposed to be any Jews in England during Shakespeare’s time. However, while
there were some and possibly many, history seems to see only the most infamous,as
if they really were the only Jews present at the time. Shylock reflects this unrealistic
vision of the solitary Jew. His wife is gone; his daughter and his servant desert him;
only one friend appears and he only for an instant, and no Jews are visible at the trial
despite its sensational subject matter. He “has no private life. He is, as it were,
naked or rather wrapped in the mystery of his kind—a Jew and nothing else at all
(Sinsheimer 105). While Sinsheimer takes this perspective too far(for example, we
know full well that Shylock has a private life, and that he has a family),it is
noteworthy that Shylock is deeply invested in his ovm Jewish identity. While Jessica
tries to run from her background, Shylock constantly reminds us of his.
This aspect of Shylock’s character strengthens the argument that he
represents the brazen Jews the English thought they saw(and wanted to see), while
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Jessica represents the real-life underground Jew^. It would be reassuring to a
population fearful of miscegenation to believe that all outsiders would identify
themselves so readih-. These two real groups of Jews—the old and the new,the
professing and the secret—are \isualized by the father-daughter relationship within
the context of the pla\*. Shylock is Lopez, Ganz,and every Jew foolish (or brave, or
both) enough to presume that he can receive fair treatment in a Christian
environment without abandoning or at least hiding his faith. Just as in the real
cases, Shylock is the main attraction, the Jew everyone knows about and is intrigued
by. He is properly \ anquished by the Venetians, much to the delight ofthe crowds;
but Jessica remains silently in their midst. If there is a dreaded apostate in this play
it isn’t Shylock; he is far too open about his abhorrence ofthe Christians.
If Shylock represents the very few publicly professing Jews in England,
Jessica stands for the dozens or even hundreds more who remained anonymously
woven into the Christian society. He is the attacker, but she is the infiltrator and
therefore the long-term problem the Christians face. The fact that she is Shylock’s
daughter in a matrilineal culture and therefore the future ofthe Jewish race in the
play indicates that her faction is the one that will ultimately survive and remain
relevant. While Shylock is relegated to obscurity, Jessica—his own flesh and blood,
however much this is denied—has not only become a Christian but will presumably
be responsible for bearing Christian children. Her unhappy words in the final act
indicate that she will do so while still clinging to some part of her Jewish identity.
By stealing Jessica, the Christians hope to effectively hijack Shylock’s only
bloodline,forever altering it from Jewish to Christian in a sort of racial(and
presumably religious) triumph. Of course,the reverse fear is that Jessica will do the
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opposite to Lorenzo. Lisa Lampert wTites that “The conversion ofthe prodigal
daughter spells the con\ersion of the Jew in a triumph of youth over age. And yet,
through doubts o\ er her con\ ersion, Jessica also represents a more dangerous
figure, one who threatens bloodlines”(166). The anxiety remains in the Christians
(particularly exadent in Lancelot) that Jessica, rather than actually converting,
remains a Jew and uill “convert” Lorenzo’s blood—his children—into Jews.
Despite Lorenzo s attempt to wax poetic in Belmont,Jessica is clearly
accusatory^ as she tells him he took her “Stealing her soul with many vows offaith,/
And ne’er a true one”(5.1.20-21). The words can refer to Lorenzo’s promises oflove,
but also to his promises regarding his faith. The use of“soul” and “faith” support the
idea that here Jessica is not just disillusioned with Lorenzo,but with Christianity. If
this is the case, then she may become what the Christians fear most—a Christian in
name who remains a Jew^ at heart. The illogical nature ofthe conversion problem is
evident in this possibility. Although marriage should convert Jessica,ifshe chooses
not to act out that converted character she will be judged by her Jewish blood-even
though if blood were truly the culprit, marriage could never be the cure.
Jessica’s identity is wound inextricably into the problem ofconversion itself.
If the essence of her Jewish nature could be crystallized, we would know what
conversion really means to the characters in the play and presumably to its
audiences. What must be taken away to “convert” Jessica? Even the characters
don’t seem certain. While the Venetians know exactly how to categorize and
“convert” Shylock, they have much more difficulty with Jessica. At times she is a
prize, at times she resembles a burden, and at nearly always she is a living
contradiction. Lancelot constantly expresses this confusion,calling her “Most
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beautiful pagan, most sweet Jew!’’ and crjdng when she deserts her father but
chastising her when she becomes a Christian (2.3.10-11; 3-5-i9“24)- Salerio tells
Shylock “There is more difference beUveen thy flesh and hers than between jet and
ivory, more between your bloods than there is between red whine and Rhenish
(3.1.36-38). Rhenish wine, which Portia jokes that she will use to sway the young
German suitor to the wTong casket if necessary,symbolizes the otherness of
outsiders such as the suitors and the Jew's. Though Salerio is not completely clear,it
seems that he compares Jessica’s blood, not Shylock’s,to Rhenish wine. This oddity
underscores the fact that though Jessica is \iew'ed as superior to Shylock,she will
still alw'ays be seen as foreign to the Christians. Jessica is shamefully aware ofher
blood,lamenting that “I am a daughter to his blood”(2.3.18). She desperately tries
to separate her identity from Shylock’s based solely on her “manners”(2.3.19)*
Ironically, Jessica’s manners seem much more befitting to the stereotypical
greedy Jew than those of Shylock. She steals his fortune and spends in a matter of
days what he has saved for years, including putting a pitiful price on her mother s
ring,something Shylock,the supposedlyhorrible Jew,vows that he would never
have done (3.1.111-116). Meanwhile,like Salerio, Lorenzo likens Jessica to ivory in
his constant referrals to her as “fair,” as if he is determined to dispel the possibility
that she has retained any characteristic of her father. These men demonstrate
perfectly the illusions that might have been set up by the English to quiet anxieties
about cultural, racial, and religious infiltration by others. They could control the
Jews they could identify, but those who,like Jessica, chose to live as Christians were
unidentifiable. Because they could do nothing to control the Marranos,the
Christians were more likely to try to convince themselves that this group,of which
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Jessica is representative, was somehow separate from and superior to the public
Jews.
These arguments might take the form of color, blood, or manners—or all
three, in Jessica’s case—in order to convince the speakers that no threat remains in
these purified Jews. There was no other way for the Christians to protect the
integrity of their society (including its racial boundaries and fears), when faced with
unavoidable infiltration, except by differentiating two fundamentally alike groups
just as they separate Jessica from Shylock. So to return to the question of how
conversion differs between the two Jews, we can conclude that in Shylock’s case,
conversion is an offensive game, while in Jessica’s, it is a defensive concession. In
his case the Christians pursue conversion as punishment,seemingly out of pure
vengeance. They stand to gain little by it, and in fact they stand to lose Shylock’s
usefulness as a wealthy lender. The Christians must convert Jessica, however,in
order to maintain the legitimacy oftheir own group. Should Lorenzo marry a Jewess
who remains as such,the Christians would have to either exclude Lorenzo and his
family and therefore lose some of their members or make the Jewess a Christian and
swing the numbers in their favor. Therefore Jessica’s conversion was forced just as
much as Shylock’s, but it was forced upon the Christians just as much as the girl.
In the aftermath the Christians have gained only two unwilling converts and
no real allegiance from either. Neither Jessica nor Shylock exhibit any signs of
change in character (other than being more obedient)or seem happy about their
conversions. So the transformation is not even truly in loyalty. Conversion has little
to do with any change taking place within the Jews; instead, it serves mainly to ally
the fears of the Christians about the different threats posed by Shylock and Jessica—
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in Shylock’s case,legal and economic; in Jessica’s, cultural and racial. Absurdly,the
conversions essentially ha\^e nothing to do with the Jews themselves. They are
theoretical measures taken by the Christians largely in the minds ofthe Christians.
Perhaps most tellingly, Jessica fades away from Belmont almost as quickly as
Shylock fades from Venice; both are seemingly silenced after they are “embraced” by
Christianity. Possibly this is what the Christians count on from the beginning. They
have no desire to accept either type of Jew into their culture, but rather by isolated
inclusion to separate them from both each other and from their Jewish identities.
The actions and attitudes ofthe Christians seem to indicate that they would
much rather sacrifice their faith than their social hierarchy, and ultimately faith
becomes just that—a strategic sacrifice to prolong the existing power structure. In
the end,though,the racial, paternal, and religious anxieties ofthe play are not
resolved. They are simply placated by self-illusions thrown up to preserve
consciences and confidence. This explains why paternalism is so weak,racial
boundaries are so convoluted, and religious worries are so superficial. The
Christians realize that change is inevitable, and instead of meeting it head on they
busy themselves with trying to rationalize change in terms oftheir own social
structure. This feat is utterly illogical, but comforting. All the Venetians achieve is a
shred of self-authentication based on their own illusion of control, but this is all they
need to continue to operate as leaders oftheir society.
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